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ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARDS
NORTH DIVISION
A Meeting of the LICENSING BOARD for the NORTH DIVISION OF ABERDEENSHIRE
appointed in terms of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 will be held within the COUNCIL
CHAMBER, COUNTY HALL, LOW STREET, BANFF on Friday 28th February 2020 at
10.00 a.m.
Members are requested to meet in the Committee Room next to the Council Chamber,
by 9:00 a.m.
Town House
34 Low Street
Banff
AB45 1AN

Miss Fiona M Stewart
Depute Clerk to the Licensing Board

21st February 2020
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STATEMENT ON EQUALITIES
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Consider, and if so decided, adopt:- “In line with the Council’s legal duty under
section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 the Board, in making decisions on the attached
reports, shall have due regard to the need to”:(i)
(ii)
(iii)

4

eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
advance equality of opportunity between those who share a protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it; and
foster good relations between those who share a protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
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STATEMENT ON EQUALITIES
PUBLIC SECTOR EQUALITY DUTY – GUIDANCE FOR MEMBERS
What is the duty?
In making decisions on the attached reports, Members are reminded of their legal duty
under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 to have due regard to the need to:(i)
eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
(ii)
advance equality of opportunity between those who share a protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it; and
(iii)
foster good relations between those who share a protected characteristic and
persons who do not share it. The “protected characteristics” under the
legislation are: age; disability; gender reassignment; pregnancy and maternity;
race; religion or belief; sex; sexual orientation; and (in relation to point (i) above
only) marriage and civil partnership.
How can Members discharge the duty?
o ‘have due regard’ means that in making decisions, Members must consciously
consider the need to do the three things set out above. This requires a conscious
approach and state of mind. The duty must influence the final decision. However, it is
not a duty to achieve a particular result (e.g. to eliminate unlawful racial discrimination
or to promote good relations between persons of different racial groups). It is a duty to
have due regard to the need to achieve these goals. How much regard is ‘due’ will
depend upon the circumstances and in particular on the relevance of the needs to the
decision in question. The greater the relevance and potential impact that a decision may
have on people with protected characteristics, the higher the regard required by the
duty.
What does this mean for Licensing Board decisions?
Members are directed to the section in reports headed ‘Equalities, Staffing and
Financial Implications’. This will indicate whether or not an Equality Impact Assessment
(EIA) has been carried out as part of the development of the proposals and, if so, what
the outcome of that assessment is. An EIA will be appended to a report where it is likely
that the action recommended in the report could have a differential impact (either
positive or negative) upon people from different protected groups. The report author will
have assessed whether or not an EIA is required. If one is not required, the report
author will explain why that is. Where an EIA is provided, Members should consider its
contents and take those into account when reaching their decision. Members should
also be satisfied that the assessment is sufficiently robust and that they have enough of
an understanding of the issues to be able to discharge their legal duty satisfactorily.

For
more
detailed
guidance
please
refer
to
the
following
link:-http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/uploaded_files/EqualityAct/psed_technical_gu
idance_scotland.doc
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ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARD
NORTH DIVISION
Minutes of Meeting of the LICENSING BOARD for the NORTH DIVISION OF ABERDEENSHIRE held
within the COUNCIL CHAMBER, BUCHAN HOUSE, ST PETER’S STREET, PETERHEAD On Friday
20th December 2019 at 10:00 a.m.
Present:

B. Topping, I. Taylor, A. Duncan, A. Forsyth, S. Calder, M. Roy, A. Stirling, G.
Reynolds

In Attendance:

Fiona M Stewart (Depute Clerk to the Licensing Board), Lauren Cowie (Principal
Solicitor, Legal & Governance), Amanda de Candia (Solicitor, Legal &
Governance), Sergeant Gill Flett, Police Scotland, Trevor Lackie, Licensing
Standards Officer, Sarah Ward, Licensing Standards Officer, Keith Simpson,
Senior Licensing Standards Officer

1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

None
2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

Mr Topping, Mr Duncan, Mr Taylor, Mr Reynolds, Mr Calder, Mr Forsyth, Mrs Stirling and Mr Roy all
declared an interest in item 6(a) on the agenda by virtue of the fact that one of the applicants was a
fellow Councillor. Having applied the objective test, all members of the Board concluded that the interest
was remote and insignificant and therefore they remained and took part in the consideration of the item.
3.

STATEMENT OF EQUALITIES

In making decisions on the following items of business, the Board AGREED, in terms of Section 149 of the Equality
Act, 2010:(1)

The Board would have due regard to the need to:(a)
(b)
(c)

Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
Advance equality of opportunity between those who share a protected characteristic and persons
who do not share it; and
Foster good relations between those who share a protected characteristic and persons who do not
share it.

(2) Where an Equality Impact Assessment was provided, to consider its contents and take those into account
when reaching their decision.

.
4.

MINUTES FOR APPROVAL - (COPY TO MEMBERS ONLY)

The Minutes of the Licensing Board Meeting on 1st November 2019 were approved as correct.

5.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 – SECTION 123 – PRELIMINARY HEARING OF
APPLICATION FOR PROVISIONAL PREMISES LICENCE FOR PETROL STATION – VICTORIA
SERVICE STATION, BANFF – HEARING BY WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS

Following consideration of a report by the Depute Clerk in respect of a preliminary matter relating to an
application for a provisional premises licence for a petrol station, dated 2nd December 2019, copies of
which had been circulated in advance and, having considered the terms of written submissions lodged by
the applicant’s agent in respect thereof, Mr Roy, seconded by Mr Reynolds, moved as a motion that the
application be accepted in terms of Section 123(5) of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005, on the basis that
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there was sufficient evidence to determine that the premises (a) were the principal source of petrol or
derv in the locality and (b) residents in the locality were likely to become reliant to a significant extent on
the premises as the principal source of groceries. No amendment was proposed. The motion was
passed unanimously on a show of hands.

6.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 – APPLICATION FOR MAJOR VARIATION OF PREMISES
LICENCE – NON-CONTENTIOUS APPLICATIONS - HEARING

Following consideration of a Report by the Depute Clerk in relation to non-contentious Premises
Licences lodged in terms of Section 17 Part 3 of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 the Board decided the
applications as below.
Name of Applicant
Peartree (Fraserburgh) Ltd

The Captain’s Table
(Fraserburgh) Ltd

Richard Duncan

7.

Name
and
Address
of
Premises
Peartree Coffee House & Bistro
59-61 High Street
Fraserburgh
AB43 9ET
Captain’s Table
20 Seaforth Street
Fraserburgh
AB43 9BB
Asha’s Indian Aroma
22A Queen Street
Peterhead
AB42 1TS

Remarks (if any)
Granted in principal.
Issue of
licence delegated to the Depute
Clerk, following consultation with the
Convenor, upon receipt of the
Building Warrant
GRANTED

GRANTED

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 – APPLICATION FOR OCCASIONAL EXTENSION – FOUR
CHAPEL STREET, PETERHEAD - HEARING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

Mr and Mrs Hansen were present at the hearing.
Trevor Lackie, Licensing Standards Officer was present at the hearing.
The Depute Clerk had circulated additional papers submitted by the applicant’s agent to all
parties prior to the hearing and provided a printed copy to the applicants at the hearing.
The Board heard the submissions of the applicant.
The Board heard the submissions of the Licensing Standards Officer.
The Boards afforded the applicants an opportunity to respond to the submissions made by
the Licensing Standards Officer.
An opportunity was given for Board Members to ask questions of both parties.
The Licensing Standards Officer was invited to make concluding remarks.
The applicants were invited to make concluding remarks.
No legal advice was required from the Depute Clerk.
Mr Duncan moved as a motion that a departure from policy was justified and that the
application should be granted. The Depute Clerk sought clarification as to whether the
motion related to the whole application or to the part relating to the Caley Bar only. Mr
Duncan confirmed it related to the whole application. Mr Duncan could not provide a reason
why a departure from policy was justified or on what basis the legal test for the application
was met when asked to provide them by the Depute Clerk. Mr Duncan did not receive a
seconder to his proposed motion. He therefore withdrew the motion.
Mrs Stirling, seconded by Mr Forsyth, then moved that the application for extended hours be
refused on the basis that the application did not meet the requirements of the legal test set
out in Section 68 of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 in that the application did not relate to
a special event or occasion to be catered for on the premises, nor did it relate to a special
event of national or local significance, the Board having made it clear in their Statement of
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13.
14.

Licensing Policy that, as Christmas and New Year occurred every year, they did not
consider that to be justification for an occasional extension and the premises had already
been granted the maximum additional hours provided in the Statement of Licensing Policy
for the Festive Season.
No amendment as proposed.
The motion was passed by majority on a show of hands, Mr Duncan abstaining from the
vote.

The Board therefore REFUSED the application.
8.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 – APPLICATION FOR OCCASIONAL LICENCE – MACBI
COMMUNITY HUB – HEARING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

The applicant was neither present nor represented at the hearing. The Board determined to
proceed with the hearing in the absence of the applicant.
Trevor Lackie, Licensing Standards Officer was present at the hearing.
The Board heard the submissions of the Licensing Standards Officer.
The Board was afforded an opportunity to ask questions of the Licensing Standards Officer.
The Licensing Standards Officer was afforded an opportunity to make concluding remarks.
Mrs Stirling, seconded by Mr Forsyth, moved as a motion that the application be refused in
terms of Section 59(6)(c) of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 by reason of the application
being contrary to the Protection of Children and Young Persons From Harm Licensing
Objective as it was an event primarily aimed at children and young persons and therefore
contrary to paragraph 4.18 of Supplementary Policy Statement 4 of the Board’s current
Statement of Licensing Policy.
No amendment was proposed.
The motion was passed unanimously on a show of hands.
The Board’s decision was therefore to REFUSE the application.

9.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 – REVIEW OF PREMISES LICENCE – UPPAL MINI
MARKET, 2 GORDON STREET, ST COMBS, FRASERBURGH - HEARING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Trevor Lackie, Licensing Standards Officer was present at the hearing.
The Licence-holder was neither present nor represented at the meeting. The Board agreed
to conduct the hearing in the absence of the Licence-holder.
The Board heard the submission of the Licensing Standards Officer.
The Board members were afforded an opportunity to question the Licensing Standards
Officer but had no questions.
The Licensing Standards Officer made no concluding remarks.
The Board:(a) Determined that they had sufficient evidence before them upon which to make a
decision.
(b) As a preliminary matter, concluded that, as the premises had ceased trading for more
than three months, as set out in terms of paragraph 6.13 of Supplementary Policy
Statement 6 of the Board’s current Statement of Licensing Policy, the premises licence
had ceased to have effect in terms of Section 28 of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005.
Having determined that the licence had ceased to have effect, no further action was
required in respect of the application for review of the premises licence.
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10.

REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF CLOSURE TO PREMISES – FJORD INN, FISHERFORD,
INVERURIE
Following consideration of a report by the Depute Clerk relating to a request for an extension of
closure of licensed premises, dated 4th December 2019, copies of which had been circulated in
advance, the Board GRANTED an extension until the June Board 2020, acknowledged that the
licence-holders had provided a great service to the local community over the years and wished
them every success with their future endeavours.

11.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 – REVIEW OF PERSONAL LICENCE – CONDUCT
INCONSISTENT WITH LICENSING OBJECTIVES – ZOE CLARK - HEARING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

The Chief Constable was represented by Sergeant Gill Flett.
The Licence-holder was neither present nor represented at the Hearing. The Board agreed
to conduct the hearing in the absence of the Licence-holder.
The Board heard Sergeant Flett’s submissions.
The Board was afforded an opportunity to ask questions of Sergeant Flett.
Sergeant Flett had no concluding remarks to make.
Mr Forsyth, seconded by Mr Roy, moved as a motion that the Licence-holder’s personal
licence be revoked in terms of Section 84(6)(b) of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005, being
satisfied that it was necessary to do so for the Prevention of Crime and Disorder Licensing
Objective by reason of the Licence-holder’s conviction.
No amendment was proposed.
The motion was passed unanimously on a show of hands.
The decision of the Board was therefore to REVOKE the personal licence.

12.

ADDITIONAL REPORTS
(i)

BOARD DATES 2020-2021

Agreed.

(ii)

REVIEW OF LICENSING BOARD
CONSIDERATION OF OPTIONS

STRUCTURE

IN

ABERDEENSHIRE

–

Following consideration of a report by the Depute Clerk relating to a review of the Licensing Board
structure in Aberdeenshire, dated 20th November 2019, copies of which had been circulated to
members in advance, the Board:1.
2.
3.
4.

Noted the importance of the report.
Acknowledged there would be a public consultation.
Noted that a further report would come back to the Board following public consultation.
Had the following initial comments to make but confirmed that they would keep an open mind
on options in advance of the further report: Less business at Boards
 Drastic changes in how licences are issued
 A single Board should not be fixed to one location in Aberdeenshire
 All areas of Aberdeenshire need to be represented.
 There would be resource benefits in officer time.
 Volume of applications would not diminish.
 Expertise already in place must be retained and used appropriately and effectively.
 Agreed to provide email submissions during the consultation period.
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(iii)

LICENSING FEES UPDATE REPORT

Noted and LSO’s thanked for all their hard work.

13.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING - WEDNESDAY 28TH FEBRUARY 2019
Noted.

Board Member Presiding over meeting

Print Name

Signature
20/12/2019
Date
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NORTH ABERDEENSHIRE
DIVISIONAL LICENSING BOARD
REPORT TO LICENSING BOARD HEARING – 28th February 2020
LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005
APPLICATION FOR GRANT OF PREMISES LICENCE
NON-CONTENTIOUS APPLICATIONS
1.

Reason for Report/Summary

1.1. This report relates to applications for the grant of premises/provisional
premises licences which can only be determined by the Licensing Board.
2.

Recommendations

2.1. It is recommended that the Board considers the materials before them
and, in respect of each application in turn, –
(a)

Determines whether there is enough evidence before the Board to
allow a determination to be made, or whether the Board needs to
defer consideration of the matter to the next available Board meeting
for further material to be made available; and

(b)

Where the Board has concluded that there is sufficient evidence
before them to allow a determination to be made, to consider in
respect of each of the applications made, whether said applications
should be granted or refused.

3.

Purpose and Decision-making Route.

3.1. The applications referred to in Appendix 1 of this report have not been
previously considered by the Board.
3.2. The Depute Clerk has determined that the applications for premises licences
listed at Appendix 1 to this report are non-contentious applications and asks
that the Board consider same.
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3.3. Copies of the application forms, operating plans, risk assessments and layout
plans will be available in the Council Chamber for perusal by Board Members
on request.
4.

Discussion
Proposal

4.1. In relation to each of the applications to be considered by the Board –
(a)

there are no valid objections to the application;

(b)

the size and capacity of the premises, the general nature of the premises,
and any entertainment to be provided on the premises are to be
substantially the same as at the date of the application; and

(c)

the hours sought in the Operating Plan are within the Licensing Board’s
general policy on Licensing Hours as set out in its Statement of Licensing
Policy.

4.2. If granted, certain mandatory conditions listed in the Licensing (Scotland) Act
2005 will attach to premises licences.

The conditions attaching will depend

on the activities listed in the operating plans of the premises. The Depute
Clerk has drawn up a generic list of the mandatory conditions to attach to all
licences.
4.3. The Board indicated in its Policy Statement that local conditions would apply
to premises licences in certain circumstances. The Depute Clerk has drawn
up a generic list of the local conditions to attach to all licences. The Board
approved revised local conditions at the Board which took effect from 1st
November 2018.
Consultations
4.4. The Depute Clerk examined the applications in detail and the Applicants then
addressed any issues requiring to be addressed.

Thereafter, the Depute

Clerk forwarded the applications to the following persons or bodies as part of
the consultation process:
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(a)

Police Scotland;

(b)

Scottish Fire and Rescue Service;

(c)

The Environmental Health, Planning and Building Standards Services of
Aberdeenshire Council;

(d)

The Licensing Standards Officer;

(e)

The appropriate Community Council;

(f)

Public Health; and

(g)

Neighbouring Occupiers.

4.5. At the same time as the applications were consulted on, the applicants
required to display a site notice at the premises, in a location where it could
be easily read by members of the public, advertising the fact that an
application had been made. The Licensing Standards Officers checked to
ensure the site notices had been appropriately displayed, and had been
displayed for the correct time period, as part of their consultation exercise for
each premises.
4.6. The applications were also advertised on the Council’s website.
Objections and Representations
4.7. No objections were received in respect of these applications.
4.8. In some cases, the Licensing Standards Officers, Police Scotland and
Building Standards Officers made representations. These were copied to the
applicants who have made the appropriate amendments to their applications
in order to satisfy the representations made.
4.9. The applicant will be present at the hearing to outline the purpose of the
licence application to the Board.
4.10. Any applicant who has taken issue with the representations made will have
their application considered at a full hearing of the Board, which will be the
subject of a separate report.
Implications
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4.11. If the Board determines that the licence should be granted, it will take effect
from the date of grant and can be traded, where the application is for a full
premises licence.

Where a provisional premises licence is granted, the

licence must be confirmed prior to the licence being able to be traded.
Procedure
4.12. Each application should be considered, in turn, on its own merits.
4.13. The applicants have been requested to attend the Board.
4.14. Letters advising of the requirement to attend included a copy of this report, the
legal background and a copy of the Board’s Procedures for Hearings and
were issued to all parties.
4.15. Members should follow the procedure outlined on page 4 of the Board’s
Procedures for Hearings
4.16. Members’ options in disposing of each application are:(a)

To grant the application;

(b)

Refuse the application;

(c)

Grant subject to varied hours and/or additional conditions; or

(d)

Determine that further evidence is required in which case the applications
should be referred to the next available Board Meeting in order that the
applicants may present their case in full or further information can be
obtained in the interim.

4.17. When coming to a decision the Board must consider the evidence provided
and the contents of the legal background to this report.

Supplementary

advice and information can be made available by Officers, if required.
5.

Priorities, Implications and Risk

5.1. The applications listed at Appendix 1 have been deemed to meet the
requirements of the Boards’ current Statement of Licensing Policy.
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5.2. The table below shows whether risks and implications apply if the
recommendations are agreed:
Table 1 Risks and Implications

Subject
Financial
Staffing
Equalities
Fairer Scotland
Duty
Town Centre
First
Sustainability
Children and
Young People’s
Rights and
Wellbeing

Yes

No
X
X
X

N/A

X
X
X
X

5.3. An Equality Impact Assessment is not needed in this case because the
granting or refusing of the application will not have a differential impact on the
protected characteristics of the applicant or any third parties.
5.4. There are no staffing and financial implications arising from this report.
5.5. There are no Risks identified in respect of this matter in terms of the
Corporate and Directorate Risk Registers as the Board is considering the
application as the Licensing Authority in a quasi-judicial role and must
determine the application on its own merits in accordance with the legal tests
set out in the relevant legislation.
5.6. The Town Centre Principle does not apply in respect of this matter as the
Board is considering the application as Licensing Authority in a quasi-judicial
role and must determine the application on its own merits in accordance with
the legal tests set out in the relevant legislation
6.

Governance

6.1. The Board can consider these applications in terms of paragraph 1.5 of the
current Scheme of Delegation.
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Karen Wiles
Clerk to the Board
Report Prepared by: Fiona M. Stewart, Senior Solicitor (Democratic Services),
Depute Clerk to the Board
Date: 13th February 2020

Appendices
Appendix 1 – Table of Applications to be considered
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APPENDIX 1
Applicant

Premises

Remarks (if any)

1. Stephen
Tokelove

95 Main Street
Gardenstown
AB45 3YP

PROVISIONAL PREMISES LICENCE
The applicant is seeking to operate a retails shop, convenience
store with one entrance from Main Street, selling tinned, fresh
and frozen goods. The business will include off sales of beer,
wine and spirits.
The applicant is seeking to operate 10 – 2200 Monday Saturday and 12.00 – 2200 Sunday.
The Fire Service made standard representations which do not
affect the processing of the application.
The Licensing Standards Officer noted that home deliveries
would form part of the business and asked the applicant to
clarify whether such deliveries would involve alcohol. The
applicant confirmed that alcohol would NOT be included in
deliveries. The Licensing Standards Officer subsequently
withdrew her representation.

2. Kessock
Service
Station
Ltd

Victoria
Service Station
Boyndie Road
Banff
AB45 2JD

PROVISIONAL PREMISES LICENCE
The applicant operates a service station forecourt shop selling
fuel, groceries, cash back facilities, hot and cold food &
ancillary take away, car accessories, parcel collection and
other similar goods.
The applicant is seeking to operate 10.00 – 22.00 7 days a
week
The Board accepted the application as competent in terms of
Section 123(5) of the Act at their December Board
The Fire Service made standard representations which do not
affect the processing of the application.
The Licensing Standards Officer made the following
representations





S50 certificate from Planning Services required
Requirement in terms of local condition 6 – all alcohol
not on display within the premises must be kept within
a designated lock-fast store on the premises and
shown on the layout plan attached to the premises
licence. Nothing specifically marked on the layout
plan.
Premises are open outwith core hours from 6am request that reference is made to this effect in other
activities at 5(f) of the operating plan.

S 50 certificate from Planning lodged Monday 10th February
2020
Grant of application is subject to receipt of an amended
layout plan showing a designated lock fast alcohol store
on the premises
Applicant has authorised additional wording to Section 5(f) of
the operating plan to reflect the premises operate outwith core
hours for sale of goods other than alcohol from 6am
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ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARD
North Division
REPORT TO LICENSING BOARD HEARING – 28th FEBRUARY 2020
LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005
APPLICATIONS FOR MAJOR VARIATIONS OF VARIATION OF PREMISES
LICENCE

1.

Reason for Report/Summary

1.1. This report relates to applications for major variations of premises licences
which can only be determined by the Licensing Board.
2.

Recommendations

2.1. It is recommended that the Board considers the materials before them
and, in respect of each application in turn –
(a)

Determines whether there is enough evidence before the Board to
allow a determination to be made, or whether the Board needs to
defer consideration of the matter to the next available Board Meeting
for further material to be made available; and

(b)

Where the Board has concluded that there is sufficient evidence
before them to allow a determination to be made, to consider in
respect of each of the applications made, whether said applications
should be granted or refused.

3.

Purpose and Decision-Making Route

3.1. The applications referred to in Appendix 1 of this report have not been
previously considered by the Board.
3.2. The Depute Clerk has determined that the applications for major variation of
premises licences listed at Appendix 1 to this report are non-contentious
applications and asks that the Board consider same.
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3.3. Copies of the applications will be available to Board Members in the Council
Chamber for perusal by Board Members prior to the Board Meeting from
9.00a.m.
4.

Consultations

4.1. The Depute Clerk examined the applications in detail and the Applicants then
addressed any issues requiring to be addressed. Thereafter, the Depute Clerk
forwarded the applications to the following persons or bodies as part of the
consultation process:
(a)

Police Scotland;

(b)

Scottish Fire and Rescue Service;

(c)

The Environmental Health, Planning and Building Standards Services of
Aberdeenshire Council;

(d)

The Licensing Standards Officer;

(e)

The appropriate Community Council;

(f)

Public Health, and

(g)

Neighbouring Occupiers.

4.2. At the same time as the applications were consulted on, the applicants required
to display a site notice at the premises, in a location where it could be easily
read by members of the public, advertising the fact that an application had
been made.

The Licensing Standards Officers checked to ensure the site

notices had been appropriately displayed, and had been displayed for the
correct time period, as part of their consultation exercise for the premises.
4.3. The applications were also advertised on the Council’s website.
Objections and Representations
4.4. No objections were received in respect of these applications.
4.5. In some cases, the Licensing Standards officers, Police Scotland and Building
Standards Officers made representations. These were copied to the applicants
who have made the appropriate amendments to their applications in order to
satisfy the representations made
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4.6. Any applicant who has taken issue with representations made will have their
application considered at a full hearing of the Board, which will be the subject of
a separate report.
Implications
4.7. If the Board determines that the application should be granted, the variation will
take effect from the date of grant.

An amended premises licence will be

prepared and issued to the licence holder.
4.8. Where the Board refuses an application, the licence holder retains the
premises licence as originally granted by the Board, or as previously varied by
the Board, and can continue to trade that licence.
Procedure
4.9. Each application should be considered on its own merits.
4.10. Members’ options in disposing of the applications are:(a)

To grant the application;

(b)

Refuse the application;

(c)

Grant subject to varied hours and/or additional conditions; or

(d)

Determine that further evidence is required in which case the application
should be referred to the next available Board Meeting in order that the
applicant may present their case in full or further information can be
obtained in the interim.

4.11. When coming to a decision the Board must consider the evidence provided and
the contents of this report.

Supplementary advice and information can be

made available by Officers, if required.
5.

Priorities, Implications and Risk

5.1. The applications listed at Appendix 1 have been deemed to meet the
requirements of the Boards’ current Statement of Licensing Policy.
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5.2. The table below shows whether risks and implications apply if the
recommendations are agreed:
Table 1 Risks and Implications
Subject
Financial
Staffing
Equalities
Fairer Scotland
Duty
Town Centre
First
Sustainability
Children and
Young People’s
Rights and
Wellbeing
6.

Yes

No
X
X
X

N/A

X
X
X
X

Governance

6.1. The Board can consider these applications in terms of paragraph 1.6 of the
current Scheme of Delegation.
6.2. In light of the fact that these applications are considered to be non-contentious,
they have been put to the Board for consideration without the applicants
requiring to be present.
6.3. If the Board does not consider that this is a sufficient hearing to consider the
application, then consideration of the application should be deferred to a future
Board Meeting to allow for further information to be provided and/or to allow the
applicant to be cited to attend.
Karen Wiles
Clerk to the Board

Report Prepared by: Fiona M. Stewart,
Depute Clerk, Senior Solicitor (Democratic Services)
Date:13th February 2020
File Reference: Fiona/Major Variations/Non-Contentious
Appendices
Appendix 1 – List of Applications to be considered
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APPENDIX 1
Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005, section 29

APPLICATION FOR MAJOR VARIATION OF PREMISES LICENCE
1. Applicant/Agent name & address
2. Name & address of premises (inc.
(include postcode)
postcode)
David Donn
LOCO, 2 Main Street, Cairnbulg, Fraserburgh,
AB43 8YJ
EXISTING LICENSED HOURS
ON SALE
OFF SALE

PROPOSED LICENSED HOURS
ON SALE
Off Sale

Monday

N/A

10.00 – 22.00

No Change

No Change

Tuesday

N/A

10.00 – 22.00

No Change

No Change

Wednesday

N/A

10.00 – 22.00

No Change

No Change

Thursday

N/A

10.00 – 22.00

No Change

No Change

Friday

N/A

10.00 – 22.00

No Change

No Change

Saturday

N/A

10.00 – 22.00

No Change

No Change

Sunday

N/A

10.00 – 13.00

No Change

10.00 – 20.00

3. Brief overview of the current terms of the premises licence
The current hours are as outlined above.
4.

Brief overview of the current proposed change(s) to the premises licence

The applicant has
 Extend core hours on Sunday
 Amend seasonal variations to open 2nd and 3rd January
5. Brief outline of representation made
N/A
6. Applicant’s response to representations
N/A
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Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005, section 29

APPLICATION FOR MAJOR VARIATION OF PREMISES LICENCE
1. Applicant/Agent name & address
2. Name & address of premises (inc.
(include postcode)
postcode)
Aberdeen Business Limited
Costcutter, 20 Duff Street, Macduff, AB44 1TL

EXISTING LICENSED HOURS
ON SALE
OFF SALE

PROPOSED LICENSED HOURS
ON SALE
Off Sale

Monday

N/A

10.00 – 21.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

Tuesday

N/A

10.00 – 21.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

Wednesday

N/A

10.00 – 21.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

Thursday

N/A

10.00 – 21.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

Friday

N/A

10.00 – 21.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

Saturday

N/A

10.00 – 21.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

Sunday

N/A

10.00 – 18.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

3. Brief overview of the current terms of the premises licence
The current hours are as outlined above.
4.

Brief overview of the current proposed change(s) to the premises licence

The applicant has
 Extend core hours throughout the week.
 Removed seasonal hours relating to Boxing Day, Christmas Day, New Year’s Day and 2nd
January to allow trading on those days
5. Brief outline of representation made
The Licensing Standards Officer reminded the applicant of the requirement in the Board’s policy
to routinely trade the hours sought.
The name of the premises had changed from Costcutter to Keystores
A further variation application is require to reflect a change in layout. The new owner has
installed an ATM. In addition, the layout plans reflect a large lockfast storage area on the first
floor, which is no longer used for the storage of alcohol. {installation of the ATM and removal of
the lockfast store would require a minor variation to be lodged}
6. Applicant’s response to representations
We have repeatedly advised the applicant’s agent that we will include the change of the name of
the premises to Keystores as part of the current variation and a minor variation is required for
the other changes found by the LSO.
We have had no responses at all from the applicant’s agent.
Officers are therefore recommending that the Board grant the current application inclusive of the
change of name.
Officers will pursue the minor variation changes directly with the applicant in order to move this
application on.
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Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005, section 29
APPLICATION FOR MAJOR VARIATION OF PREMISES LICENCE
1. Applicant/Agent name & address
(include postcode)

2. Name & address of premises (inc.
postcode)

Celebrations (Turriff) Limited
Celebrations, 15 Main Street, Turriff, A53 4AA

EXISTING LICENSED HOURS
ON SALE
OFF SALE

PROPOSED LICENSED HOURS
ON SALE
Off Sale

Monday

N/A

10.00 – 21.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

Tuesday

N/A

10.00 – 21.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

Wednesday

N/A

10.00 – 21.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

Thursday

N/A

10.00 – 21.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

Friday

N/A

10.00 – 21.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

Saturday

N/A

10.00 – 21.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

Sunday

N/A

10.00 – 18.00

No Change

10.00 – 22.00

3. Brief overview of the current terms of the premises licence
The current hours are as outlined above.
4.

Brief overview of the current proposed change(s) to the premises licence

The applicant has
 Added ad-hoc private functions with sale of alcohol.
 Amending activities outwith core hours to allow private functions
 Putting in display of alcohol into the shop increasing the off sale capacity
 Changing director of the company
5. Brief outline of representation made
The Licensing Standards made the following representations:


Please confirm the terminal hour of activities outwith core hours at Question 5 in the operating
plan
 Please confirm the time to which children & Young persons will have access in terms of the
additional activities outwith core hours in the operating plan
 Add back in “clubs/business meetings will be held on the premises after core hours terminate”
 Replace the wording at Q5f with the following:
“In addition to providing alcoholic drinks in the restaurant for consumption on the premises,
alcohol, mainly in the form of traditional Scottish speciality drinks such as whisky, are to be sold
on the main shop floor – such purchases are likely to be for gifts rather than for personal
consumption. Other Activities: retail sale of fancy goods, china, glassware, tableware and all
other household wares, furniture and furnishings, tous, gifts, greeting cards, stationery and
clothes. Pre-booked coach parties.”
6. Applicant’s response to representations
The applicant has
 indicated that all activities outwith core hours will finish by 10pm.
 Ad hoc functions will be between 7- 10pm
 Clubs/business meetings has been added back in
 The applicant has agreed to the above wording for Q5f
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Officers are therefore recommending that the Board grant the current application inclusive of the
change of name.
Officers will pursue the minor variation changes directly with the applicant in order to move this
application on.
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ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARD
North Division
REPORT TO LICENSING BOARD HEARING – 28th FEBRUARY 2020
LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005
APPLICATION FOR MAJOR VARIATIONS OF VARIATION OF PREMISES
LICENCE
HEARING
1.

Reason for Report/Summary

1.1. This report relates to an application for a major variation of premises licence
which has received representations. As the representations relate to policy
matters, the Depute Clerk has referred the application for a full hearing for
determination by the Licensing Board.
2.

Recommendations

2.1. It is recommended that the Board considers the materials before them
and, in respect of each application in turn –
(a)

Determines whether there is enough evidence before the Board to
allow a determination to be made, or whether the Board needs to
defer consideration of the matter to the next available Board Meeting
for further material to be made available; and

(b)

Where the Board has concluded that there is sufficient evidence
before them to allow a determination to be made, to consider in
respect of each of the applications made, whether said applications
should be granted or refused.

3.

Purpose and Decision-Making Route
Proposal

3.1. An application for major variation of premises licence in respect of Four Chapel
Street, Peterhead was lodged on behalf of Clara House PHD Limited, 37 Broad
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Street, Peterhead, AB42 1JB, by Janet Hood, solicitor, Edzell on 23rd October
2019. A copy of the application is attached as Appendix 1 to this report and
referred to for its terms. This includes a summary of the proposed changes for
ease of reference.
Decision-Making Route
3.2. The application referred to in Appendix 1 of this report has not been previously
considered by the Board. An application for an occasional extension for the
same premises, for the same reasons as the variation application was refused
by the Board at their meeting on 20th December 2019. Different legal tests
apply to the current application.
Consultation
3.3. The Depute Clerk examined the application in detail and the Applicants then
addressed any issues requiring to be addressed. Thereafter, the Depute Clerk
forwarded the applications to the following persons or bodies as part of the
consultation process:
(a)

Police Scotland;

(b)

Scottish Fire and Rescue Service;

(c)

The Environmental Health, Planning and Building Standards Services of
Aberdeenshire Council;

(d)

The Licensing Standards Officer;

(e)

The appropriate Community Council;

(f)

Public Health, and

(g)

Neighbouring Occupiers.

3.4. At the same time as the application was consulted on, the applicants required
to display a site notice at the premises, in a location where it could be easily
read by members of the public, advertising the fact that an application had
been made.

The Licensing Standards Officers checked to ensure the site

notices had been appropriately displayed, and had been displayed for the
correct time period, as part of their consultation exercise for the premises.
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3.5. The application was also advertised on the Council’s website.
Objections and Representations
3.6. No objections were received in respect of the application.
3.7. No representations were made by members of the public.
3.8. The Licensing Standards Officer lodged a representation to the application by
letter dated 21st January 2020.
3.9. NHS Grampian lodged a representation to the application by letter dated 23rd
January 2020.
3.10. The representations are attached as Appendix 2 to this report and referred to
for their terms.
3.11. Following receipt of the representations, the Applicant’s agent removed the
hours sought on 23rd December from the application.
4.

Discussion
Implications

4.1. If the Board determines that the application should be granted, the variation will
take effect from the date of grant.

An amended premises licence will be

prepared and issued to the licence holder.
4.2. Where the Board refuses an application, the licence holder retains the
premises licence as originally granted by the Board, or as previously varied by
the Board, and can continue to trade that licence.
Procedure
4.3. The application should be considered on its own merits.
4.4. The legal Test has been updated and is attached as Appendix 3 to this report
and referred to for its terms.
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4.5. The Applicant, the Licensing Standards Officer and NHS Grampian have been
invited to attend the Hearing.
4.6. Copies of this report together with the Legal Test and the Board’s Guidance on
procedures for Hearings, were issued to all parties on 14th February 2020.
4.7. The procedure to be followed is attached as Appendix A in the Procedures
Booklet.
4.8. Members’ options in disposing of the application are:(a)

To grant the application;

(b)

Refuse the application;

(c)

Grant subject to varied hours and/or additional conditions; or

(d)

Determine that further evidence is required in which case the application
should be referred to the next available Board Meeting in order that the
applicant may present their case in full or further information can be
obtained in the interim.

4.9. When coming to a decision the Board must consider the evidence provided and
the contents of this report and the legal test as well as the submissions made at
the hearing. Supplementary advice and information can be made available by
Officers, if required.
5.

Priorities, Implications and Risk

5.1. The application has been referred to the Board as part of the variation sought
fails to comply with the requirements of the Boards’ current Statement of
Licensing Policy. The relevant parts of the policy are attached as Appendix 4
of this report and referred to for their terms.
5.2. The table below shows whether risks and implications apply if the
recommendations are agreed:
Table 1 Risks and Implications
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Subject
Financial
Staffing
Equalities
Fairer Scotland
Duty
Town Centre
First
Sustainability
Children and
Young People’s
Rights and
Wellbeing

Yes

No
X
X
X

N/A

X
X
X
X

5.3. An Equality Impact Assessment is not needed in this case because the
granting or refusing of the application will not have a differential impact on the
protected characteristics of the applicant or any third parties.
5.4. There are no staffing and financial implications arising from this report.
5.5. There are no Risks identified in respect of this matter in terms of the
Corporate and Directorate Risk Registers as the Board is considering the
application as the Licensing Authority in a quasi-judicial role and must
determine the application on its own merits in accordance with the legal tests
set out in the relevant legislation.
5.6. The Town Centre Principle does not apply in respect of this matter as the
Board is considering the application as Licensing Authority in a quasi-judicial
role and must determine the application on its own merits in accordance with
the legal tests set out in the relevant legislation
6.

Governance

6.1. The Board can consider this application in terms of paragraph 1.6 of the current
Scheme of Delegation.
Karen Wiles
Clerk to the Board

Report Prepared by: Fiona M. Stewart,
Depute Clerk, Senior Solicitor (Democratic Services)
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Date:14th February 2020
File Reference: J/la/licensing shared/meetings/licensing boards/north
board/agendas/2020/28th February 2020/Four Chapel Street, Peterhead/Board
report Four Chapel Street.doc
Appendices
Appendix 1 – Application and Summary
Appendix 2 – Representations
Appendix 3 – Legal Test
Appendix 4 – Extract of Policy
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APPENDIX 1

APPLICATION AND SUMMARY
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SUMMARY OF APPLICATION

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

LICENSED HOURS
CURRENT HOURS
PROPOSED HOURS
On sales
Off Sales
On Sales
Off Sales
Caley Bar
10.00 – 22.00
The Caley
No Change
09.00 – 01.00
No Change
The Cube
The Cube
21.00 – 02.00
19.00 – 02.00
Caley Bar
10.00 – 22.00
The Caley
No Change
09.00 – 01.00
No Change
The Cube
The Cube
21.00 – 02.00
19.00 – 02.00
Caley Bar
10.00 – 22.00
The Caley
No Change
09.00 – 01.00
No Change
The Cube
The Cube
21.00 – 02.00
19.00 – 02.00
Caley Bar
10.00 – 22.00
The Caley
No Change
09.00 – 01.00
No Change
The Cube
The Cube
21.00 – 02.00
19.00 – 02.00
Caley Bar
10.00 – 22.00
The Caley
No Change
09.00 – 01.00
No Change
The Cube
The Cube
22.00 – 03.00
19.00 – 03.00
Caley Bar
10.00 – 22.00
The Caley
No Change
09.00 – 01.00
No Change
The Cube
The Cube
22.00 – 03.00
19.00 – 03.00
Caley Bar
10.00 – 22.00
The Caley
No Change
09.00 – 01.00
No Change
The Cube
The Cube
21.00 – 02.00
19.00 – 02.00

Brief Overview of the variations sought:
1. Change the hours for the Club Nightclub to open from 19.00 (Sun-Thurs) –
2.00 (Mon-Fri) and 19.00 (Fri-Sat) – 3.00 (Sat-Sun)
2. Change hours Hogmanay 31st December – 1st January for Caley Bar only –
09.00 – 04.00. Terminal hour to reflect the fact that it is “on that night only a
spill over facility” for the Cube Nightclub.
3. Add in permit consumption of food delivered to patrons ordering takeaways
from other premises.
4. Add in indoor and outdoor sports – pool table in Cube Nightclub [hybrid use]
note pool table covered and used as table when good management of
premises requires for public safety and appropriate crown management
5. Add all column 4 for all activities to include extended hours and general
extension of hours.
6. Add in theatre – comedian, magicians and other forms of entertainment
commensurate with a busy hybrid popular entertainment nightclub type
premises.
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APPENDIX 2

REPRESENTATIONS FROM LICENSING STANDARDS OFFICER
AND
NHS GRAMPIAN
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APPENDIX 3
Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005
Part 3 & Sections 29-32
Application for Variation of a Premises Licence
LEGAL TEST
The legal test is set out in Section 30 of the Act.
(1)

A premises licence variation application received by a Licensing Board is to be
determined in accordance with this section.

(2)

If the variation sought is a MINOR variation, the Board MUST grant the
application.

(3)

In any other case, the Licensing Board MUST hold a hearing for the purposes
of considering and determining the application.

(4)

Where a hearing is held under subsection (3), the Board MUST consider
whether any of the grounds for refusal applies and,
(a) if none of them applies, the Board MUST grant the application, or
(b) if any of them applies, the Board MUST refuse the application.

(5)

The grounds for refusal are –
(a) that the application must be refused under Section 32(2), 64(2) or 65(3)1
(b) That the Licensing Board considers that the granting of the application
would otherwise be inconsistent with one or more of the Licensing
objectives.
(c) that, having regard to –
(i) the nature of the activities proposed to be carried on in the subject
premises,
(ii) the location, character and condition of the premises, and
(iii) the persons likely to frequent the premises
The Board considers that the premises are unsuitable for use for the sale of
alcohol in accordance with the proposed variation.
(d) that the Board considers that, if the application were to be granted, there
would, as a result, be overprovision of licensed premises, or licensed
premises of the same or similar description as the subject premises (taking
account of the variation) in the locality.

(6)

Where the Licensing Board grants the application, the Board may make a
variation of the conditions to which the licence is subject.

(7)

Where the Licensing Board REFUSES the application-

1

Section 32(2) - where a previous variation application has been refused by the Board and before the
expiry of the period of one year beginning with the date of the earlier refusal;
Section 64(2) – where to grant the hours sought would result in alcohol being sold on the premises
during a continuous period of 24 hours or more, unless the Board is satisfied that there are
exceptional circumstances to justify a grant; and
Section 65(3) that the hours for off sales would be before 10.00a.m. after 10.00p.m. or both
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(a) the Board MUST specify the ground for refusal, and
(b) if the ground for refusal is that specified in Subsection (5)(b), the Board
MUST specify the licensing objective or objectives in question.
There are five licensing objectives which underpin the 2005 Act. These are:






Preventing crime and disorder
Securing public safety
Preventing public nuisance
Protecting and improving public health, and
Protecting children and young persons from harm.

The Licensing Boards’ policy statement must promote these licensing objectives and
sets out how the Board expects applicants to comply with and promote the
objectives. The following parts of the policy are relevant to the consideration of
applications for premises licences and provisional premises licences:







Appendices 1 and 2 to the Main Policy Statement (Appendix 2 applies in North only)
Supplementary Policy 3 – overprovision
Supplementary Policy 4 – Operating Hours
Supplementary Policy 6 – Licence Types and Board Procedures
Supplementary Policy 7 - private members clubs
Supplementary Policy 8 - petrol stations.

1.

In terms of Section 17 of the 2005 Act, a premises licence is required to
authorise the sale of alcohol on premises.

2.

In terms of Section 29(1) of the Act a premises licence holder may apply to
the appropriate Licensing Board for a variation of the licence.

3.

A variation application must be accompanied by –
(a) the premises licence to which the application relates, or
(b) if that is not practicable, a statement of the reasons for failure to produce
the licence.

4.

A “variation” in relation to a premises licences, commonly referred to as a
major variation, means any variation of –
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

any of the conditions to which a licence is subject (other than those to
which the licence is subject by virtue of section 27(1)2)
Any of the information contained in the operating plan contained in the
licence
the layout plan contained in the licence, or
Any other information contained or referred to in the licence

And includes an addition, deletion or other modification.
5.

2

A “minor variation” means –

The mandatory conditions
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(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

6.

any variation of the layout plan, if the variation does not result in any
inconsistency with the operating plan
where, under the operating plan contained in the licence, children or
young persons are allowed entry to the premises, any variation reflecting
any restriction or proposed restriction of the terms on which they are
allowed entry to the premises
any variation of the information contained in the licence relating to the
premises manager (including a variation so as to substitute a new
premises manager), and
any other variation of such description as may be prescribed for the
purposes of this subsection.

A variation application can also be made where –
(a)
(b)

the variation sought is the substitution of another individual as the
premises manager, and
the applicant requests in the application that the variation should have
immediate effect.

Where this happens, the premises licence to which the application relates has
effect during the application period3 as if it were varied as proposed in the
application.
7.

The Boards’ current Scheme of Delegation make the following provisions for
determination of applications for variation of licence:Section
1.6

Section
3.1

Determination of a variation
application where the variation
sought is not a minor variation
(major variation)
Determination of any variation
application where the variation
sought is a minor variation

Section
3.2

Determination
of
variation
application to substitute a new
premises manager

Section
3.3

Determining whether to cite an
applicant to a hearing for a
variation application where the
variation is not a minor variation
(major variation)

Reserved to the Board

Delegated to the Clerk
to the Board or any
person appointed to
assist them
Delegated to the Clerk
to the Board or any
person appointed to
assist them
Delegated to the Clerk
to the Board or any
person appointed to
assist them

Each application must be determined on its own merits.

3

The application period is the period beginning when the application is received by the Licensing
Board and ending when the variation takes effect or, if the application is withdrawn before it is
determined, when it is withdrawn.
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8.

The sections of the Act relating to the lodging of objections or representations
and the Board’s ability to request an anti-social behaviour report4 also apply to
major variations. These are as undernoted.

9.

In terms of Section 21(3) of the Act the Chief Constable must provide the
Board with either –
a. A notice in terms of Section 21(4)(a) stating that neither the applicant, nor,
in the case where the applicant is neither an individual nor a council, or
where the application is in respect of premises which are to be used
wholly or mainly for the purposes of a club, any connected person, has
been convicted or any relevant or foreign offence.
b. A notice in terms of Section 21(4)(b) of the Act specifying any convictions
of the applicant or any relevant connected person for a relevant or foreign
offence.

10.

Section 22 of the Act provides that any person may, by notice to the Licensing
Boarda. Object to the application on any ground relevant to one of the grounds for
refusal (outlined in the legal test above); or
b. make representations to the Board concerning the application, including,
in particular, representations –
(i) in support of the application
(ii) as to modifications which the person considers should be made to the
operating plan accompanying the application, or
(iii) as to conditions which the person considers should be imposed.
Such notices of objection or representation may include any information that
the person considers may be relevant to consideration by the Board of any
ground for refusal, including, in particular, information in relation to –
(a) The applicant,
(b) Where the applicant is neither an individual nor a council, a connected
person in relation to the applicant, or
(c) Any person who would be an interested party in relation to the subject
premises if the application were to be granted.

11.

The Chief Constable, where making a representation concerning a premises
licence can give to the Board a report detailing –
a. any cases of antisocial behaviour identified by constables as having taken
place on or in the vicinity of the premises.
b. any complaints or other representations made to constables concerning
antisocial behaviour on, or in the vicinity or, the premises.

12.

4

The Board must –

Sections 21, 22 and 24A
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a. give a copy of the notice to the applicant in such manner and by such time
as may be prescribed; and
b. have regard to the objection or representation (including any information
included about the applicant, any connected person or any interested
party) in determining the application.
13.

A Licensing Board may reject a notice of objection or representation received
by the Board if the Board considers the objection or representation to be
frivolous or vexatious.

14.

A Board may recover any expenses incurred by the Board in rejecting a notice
of objection or representation from the person who lodged the notice.

15.

Section 4 of the Scottish Government’s Statutory Guidance to Licensing
Authorities relates to premises licences. The Board should note that in terms
of Section 142(4) of the Act, a Board deciding not to follow this guidance must
give Ministers notice of that decision together with a statement of the reasons
for it.
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EXTRACT FROM SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE TO LICENSING
BOARDS RELATING TO PREMISES LICENCES

4. Premises Licence
Background
63. The premises licence is a single form of licence for premises which sells alcohol,
each licence being tailored to the type of premises in question by reference to a
compulsory “operating plan” and a “layout plan”. Drafts of these must be lodged
by the applicant at the same time as their application for the premises licence. The
operating plan should set out clearly the applicant’s proposals including the activities
that would be undertaken on the premises, proposed opening hours and their policy
in relation to access for children. The layout plan of the premises should show,
among other things, the area where alcohol will be sold, seating arrangements and
areas suitable for children. The form of the operating plan and layout plan are set out
in regulations made under the Act.
64. When a licence is being granted, a Licensing Board should be able to determine with
certainty the kind of operation which would be permitted in terms of the licence, and
be assured that the premises will continue to operate on that basis once a licence is
granted.
65. The premises licence does not require renewal every three years as is the case
currently. It will remain in force for as long as the premises continues to operate in
compliance with the licence and the operating plan, or until such time as it is
suspended or revoked by the Licensing Board.
Operating plans and layout plans
66. Operating plans will encourage a flexible licensing regime. They will make clear to
the Board how the premises are to be run, will set out what activities will be
undertaken on the premises and at what times they will be undertaken, so long as
the licence is in operation (unless a variation is sought).
67. In preparing an operating plan, applicants should be aware of the expectations of
Licensing Boards and the police about the steps that are necessary for the promotion
of the licensing objectives. This does not mean that applicants must check their
operating plans with the police or others before submitting them, but when uncertain,
Licensing Standards Officers and Licensing Boards could provide advice on matters
relating to the licensing objectives.
68. The information provided in operating plans will enable Boards and Licensing
Standards Officers to determine if a breach of the operating plan and/or the licence
conditions has occurred. Where this is the case the Licensing Standards Officer or
the Board will initiate a review of the licence. Boards should note that the Act allows
anyone to apply to the Board for a review of the licence on any of the grounds set out
in section 36 of the Act.
69. Boards must recognise that there may be circumstances which would reasonably
cause a temporary deviation from the trading hours given in the operating plan, for
example. a bereavement, illness, holidays, or where the weather makes a premises
inaccessible. This is not an exhaustive list but one which simply illustrates certain
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difficulties which licence holders may encounter. Such circumstance should not
ordinarily be considered a breach of the operating plan. Boards are expected to
adopt a common sense approach with regard to such cases.
70. Ministers also expect a common sense approach by Licensing Boards where
licensed premises, when faced with no demand for customers, wish to close early
and therefore not trade for their full complement of licensed trading hours. In
considering such issues Licensing Boards should given particular attention to
whether these “un-used” hours are preventing new entrants into the market. If so,
consideration should be given to changing the operating plan of the premises
concerned.
Internet and mail order sales
71. A premises licence will not be required for a location, e.g. a call centre at which an
order is taken or placed. A premises licence would however be required for the
premises from which alcohol is specifically selected for and despatched to the
purchaser, e.g. a warehouse.
Relevant Licensing Board
72. Premises licences are issued by the Licensing Board for the area in which the
premises are situated. In the case of any premises that straddle an area boundary, a
licence will be issued by the Licensing Board for the area in which the greater part of
the premises is situated. Where the premises is located equally in two or more areas,
the applicant may choose to which Board an application should be made. In the rare
cases where such premises exist, it will be important that the Licensing Boards
concerned maintain close contact about the grant of the premises licence,
inspection, enforcement and other licensing functions in respect of these premises.
Sports grounds
73. To protect public order and safety, controls at certain sporting events are in place to
prevent alcohol being consumed on designated sporting grounds for designated
events. Designation of both the sporting ground and the event is made by Ministers.
74. Alcohol controls imposed under existing legislation do not apply to a non-designated
event at a designated ground.
75. Licensing Boards have discretion to allow the sale of alcohol inside designated
sports grounds for non-designated events having first taken into account a police
assessment. Advice from the Police should be sought of the risk to public order and
safety that may arise from a specific event or specific type of event.
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Applications for variations to premises licences
76. Premises licence holders can apply to the Licensing Board which originally granted
the licence for variations to the terms and conditions of the premises licence. All such
applications must be accompanied by the original premises licence where possible.
The Act allows for two procedures for Boards to follow: one to deal with applications
for major variations, and a simpler one for applications for minor variations.
Major variations
77. The procedure Licensing Boards must adopt when they are considering an
application for a major variation to a premises licence is set out in section 30 of the
Act.
78. The Act defines a major variation as being any variation of: •

Any of the conditions to which the licence is subject (other than those to which
the licence is subject by virtue of section 27 (1);
Any of the information contained in the operating plan contained in the licence;
The layout plan contained in the licence: or
Any other information contained or referred to in the licence

•
•
•

79. These include an addition, deletion or other modification.
80. Where a Board refuses an application for a variation, the Licensing Board’s decision
must be based on the statutory grounds for refusal. These are similar to the grounds
for refusal of an application for a licence. Licensing Boards may make their own
variations to the licence conditions where it grants the variation applied for, subject to
the provisions of section 27(10) of the Act.
81. Licensing Boards should note that the statutory notification and objections
procedures set out in sections 21 and 22 of the Act apply to applications under this
section for major variations to premises licences. All those persons with a statutory
right to be notified must be notified of the proposed major variation, and that any
person can make representations and objections in respect of the proposed
variation.
Minor variations
82. Section 29(6) of the Act defines a minor variation as being:
•
•
•
•

Any variation of the layout plan if the variation does not result in any
inconsistency with the operating plan;
Where children are allowed entry any variation that restricts their terms of
entry;
Any variation in relation to the premises manager; and
Any other variation that is prescribed.

83. Boards should note that any proposed variation in relation to access by children,
which would reduce the amount of access allowed to children is classed as “a minor
variation”. Any proposal to increase access by children would still require a full
determination procedure by the Board.
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84. Ministers may prescribe further minor variations. These will be set out in regulations
made under the Act.
85. The Act provides a simple procedure for licensees to make minor variations to their
premises layout which could be approved in a simple and straightforward way. Such
changes are those that do not have any impact on the licensing objectives.
Therefore, where an application is made in respect of such a minor variation the
notification procedures do not apply and Licensing Boards must grant the
application.
Objections and representations
86. The new licensing system allows anyone to object to or make representations to a
Licensing Board about any application for a premises licence. Whilst this is new to
Licensing Boards with respect to liquor licensing the provisions in the Act relating to
objections are similar to objections procedures set out in schedules 1 and 3 the Civic
Government (Scotland) Act 1982 with which Boards will be familiar.
87. Under the Act anyone is entitled to make objections or representations in relation to:
•
•

•

an application for a premises licence;
an application for a major variation of a premises licence, i.e. a variation of a
type which would have to come before the licensing board for a hearing, or
one which had been referred to the licensing board for a hearing; and
an application for an occasional licence

88. The main difference between an objection and a representation is that the
representation is concerned with the conditions or suggestion of possible
modifications that could be made to the operating plan and layout plan only of a
possible licence and not its granting in principle. Representations can also be made
in support of the application. Licensing Boards are required to have regard to any
objections or representations made to it. Boards may only refuse a premises licence
if one of the statutory grounds for refusal, has been met. Even if there are no
objections or representations, the licensing board must consider the application and
refuse it if the application fails on a statutory ground.
89. Whilst any person may object, frivolous and vexatious objections can be rejected by
Licensing Boards. This concept is not new and Boards should address each case on
its own merits, based on its local knowledge of the area and those that will be directly
affected by the granting of a licence. Expenses can be recovered from objectors who
make vexatious or frivolous objections
Transfer of premises licences
90. The holder of a premises licence may apply for the transfer of the licence to another
person. On receipt of such an application the Licensing Board must notify the
application to the chief constable for their area and the chief constable must respond
within 21 days.
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91. Where the chief constable notifies the Licensing Board that the person(s) to whom it
is proposed to transfer the licence (or connected persons) has been convicted of a
relevant or foreign offence then the chief constable may also make a
recommendation for refusal of the transfer application.
92. The Executive is currently developing regulations which will set out the range of
offences that will be deemed to be relevant offences for the purposes of the Act.
Discussions are currently on going with the Scottish Courts Service, the Crown
Office and the District Courts Association. It is expected that the Executive will
consult on a draft of the proposed regulations in the summer of 2007 with the draft
regulations being laid before Parliament as soon as possible after the consultation
period.
93. The procedure that Licensing Boards must adopt on receipt of the chief constable’s
notice are set out in sections 33 of the Act Where the notice reports that no
conviction is found the transfer must be granted. Where the notice reports a
conviction the Board is under a duty to hold a hearing. The only ground on which the
transfer application may be refused is that it is necessary to do so for the purposes of
the crime prevention objective. Otherwise the application must be granted.
Transfer on application of person other than licence holder
94. An application can also be made for a transfer of a premises licence by the proposed
transferee rather than the licence holder. All of the notification procedure set out in
section 33 applies to applications for transfer of a premises licence under this
section.
95. The transferee may make an application to the Licensing Board within 28 days
where the licence holder has died, become insolvent or incapable, or the business is
being sold or transferred to that person. A transferee can apply only if the transferee
has a prescribed connection to the licence holder or the premises as set out in
regulations made under the Act.
Applications to change the named premises manager
96. The Act allows for a change of premises manager in relation to any premises.
Licensed premises cannot operate without a premises manager (being in post) as
this would be a breach of one of the licence conditions.
97. Where there is a change of premises manager, before the new premises manager
can act as such, his or her name needs to be added to the licence. The Act allows
for the proposed new premises manager to take up post, pending the granting of an
application to vary the premises licence so as to add the new premises manager’s
name to it.
98. This will help ensure that changes of premises managers can take effect quickly so
as to enable businesses to continue to operate with the minimum disruption.
99. The Act provides that any variation of the information contained in the licence
relating to the premises manager (including a variation so as to substitute a new
premises manager) is deemed to be a minor variation.
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APPENDIX 4 EXTRACTS OF BOARD POLICY
MAIN POLICY STATEMENT
2.3

The Boards will consider all applications on their merits within the
context
of this Policy Statement. In particular, the Boards will give
due consideration to whether or not an application conforms to any
requirements set out in this Policy Statement. However, applicants
wishing to persuade the Boards to depart from this Policy Statement will
need to demonstrate, by means of evidence, good reason for so doing,
and in particular, evidence how a departure is not inconsistent with any
or all of the five licensing objectives.
APPENDIX 2 – LOCAL CONDITIONS PREMISES LICENCES

A.

THE NORTH ABERDEENSHIRE DIVISIONAL LICENSING BOARD

Local Conditions
General Management for All Premises
1
The provisions relating to management of
licensed premises contained within the Board’s
current policy statement, particularly Appendix 1
thereto, must be complied with.
2

Premises Licence Holders must ensure that the
premises,
internally
and
externally,
are
maintained in good, clean and tidy condition at all
times.
3
Premises Licence Holders must ensure that
Refusal Registers and Daily Incident logs are
accessible for inspection by Police and Licensing
Standards Officers
4
The Licence Holder must ensure that any general
authorisation for the sale of alcohol required
within the premises is –
 in writing
 available for inspections by Police and
Licensing Standards Officers
 brought to the attention of and signed by all
parties; and
 enforced by the premises manager
Noise – All Premises
5
Noise from amplified and non-amplified music,
singing and speech sourced from licensed
premises shall not be audible in adjoining
properties after 11.00 p.m.
Lockfast Store – All Premises

Objective

PCD, SPS, PPN
PIPH, PCYPFH

SPS, PPN

PCD, SPS

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH, PCYPFH

PPN
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6

All alcohol not on display within the premises
must be kept within a designated lockfast store
on the premises, and shown on the layout plan
attached to the premises licence.
Children and Young Persons – On Sale Premises
7
Children under the age of twelve years, shall not
have direct access to pool tables, darts boards or
gaming machines in any part of the premises to
which they have access or are allowed entry.
8
The Licence Holder shall provide safe high chairs
for the use of young children
9

10

11

PCD, SPS

PCYPFH

SPS, PCYPFH

The Licence Holder shall provide heating facilities
for baby/toddler’s food at no cost to the
customer.
The Licence Holder shall provide containers for
the disposal of soiled nappies

SPS, PCYPFH

The Licence Holder shall ensure that heating
sources are adequately protected.

SPS, PCYPFH

SPS, PPN,
PCYPFH

Premises Providing Late Night Entertainment – On Sale Premises
12
Alcohol shall be provided for consumption on the PCD, SPS, PPN
premises only.
13

The entertainment to be provided shall be:XXX to
be defined by the Board on a case-by-case basis

PCD, SPS, PPN

14

The entertainment provided shall be on a
continuous basis with breaks of not more than 15
minutes in any one hour.
All public notices or advertisements including
social media shall contain the following
information:a. The name and address of the premises
b. The entertainment to be provided on the
premises
c. The commencement time of the entertainment
d. The price of entry
e. The terminal hour for the premises.
f. The time of the curfew, where operated, must
be
advertised.
The Licence Holder shall display a notice at the
entrances to the venue clearly defining the policy
of the venue relating to the use of illegal
substances and weapons within the venue and
stating that criminal offences will be reported to
Police Scotland

PCD, SPS, PPN

15

16

PCD, SPS, PPN

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH
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17

The premises shall have a dispersal policy to
ensure patrons are not put in vulnerable
situations after leaving the premises. The policy
must be in writing. All members of staff shall be
informed of the policy. The policy shall be made
available to customers, and for inspection. The
policy shall be reviewed regularly and a detailed
record of reviews kept.
Adult Entertainment – On Sale Premises
18
Children and young persons are not permitted to
attend any event involving adult entertainment.
Vulnerability – All Premises
19
The Licence Holder must have in place a duty of
care policy to ensure a standard approach is
taken when any patron appears to be displaying
signs of excessive intoxication.
The Licence Holder must ensure that all staff have
additional training in identifying signs of
excessive intoxication and an enhanced
awareness of vulnerability through intoxication.
The Licence Holder shall ensure that staff training
records are made accessible for inspection by
Police Scotland and Licensing Standards
Officers.

Door Supervisors – On Sale Premises

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH

PCYPFH

PCD, SPS, PPN
PIPH, PCYPFH
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20

The Premises Licence Holder must ensure that
sufficient numbers of Security Industry Authority
licensed stewards are on duty to ensure a safe
and responsibly run premises. Such persons
must be easily identifiable as such to persons
present, display the appropriate identification,
and should be made aware of their duties,
policies and practices, by the Premises Licence
Holder. They must be responsible, capable, aware
of their duties and not drink alcoholic liquor for
the duration of their active employment. Their
duties are to:

a. Confirm that persons who seek access to the
premises have paid for admission or have
appropriate passes/invitations;
b. Identify and refuse entry to drunken persons
c. Identify and refuse entry to any persons
banned through pubwatch or by any other
means;
d. Actively police the premises and to perform
all activities in line with their role under the
Private Security Act 2001;
e. Supervise entrance doors/access points at
all times to ensure that no fire or other exits
are blocked;
f. Be aware of the fire safety precautions and
procedures
and all other policies and
practices;
g. Be aware of the premise’s drug prevention
policy;
h. Provide assistance to patrons, including
customer care, directions to facilities and
health and safety;
i. Ensure that no patron removes glasses, or
open or closed vessels from the premises
when exiting for any reason.
j. Remain on the premises until the end of
permitted hours and all patrons have vacated
the premises, including patrolling the vicinity
outside the premises to assist dispersal from
the premises after the premises close;
k. Be aware of the provisions of the Licensing
(Scotland) Act 2005 which impact on the
running of the premises;
CCTV – All Premises

PCD, SPS, PPN
PIPH
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21

Where a CCTV system is installed this must
comply with the required standard and be
maintained in working order and staff must be
able to operate the system.

Images recorded on CCTV must be kept for at
least seven days and must be made available to
Police Scotland on request
Members Clubs
22
Members Clubs must comply with the provisions
of Supplementary Policy Statement 7 of the
Board’s current policy statement.

PCD, SPS, PPN

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH, PCYPFH

23

Members Clubs shall adhere to the terms of the
Club’s constitution or rules attached to their
premises licence

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH, PCYPFH

24

Where the Club has submitted draft constitution
or rules with their application for a premises
licence, they shall submit a copy of the approved
constitution or rules to the Clerk to the Board
within 28 calendar days of the draft
constitution/rules being approved by the Club’s
governing body.
Where the Club revises its constitution or rules in
the future, the Club must submit a copy of the
proposed revisals to the Board for approval and
thereafter submit a copy of the approved revised
constitution or rules to the Clerk to the Board,
within 28 calendar days of the draft
constitution/rules being approved by the Club’s
governing body.
Where there are any changes to the list of
connected persons in relation to the Club, the
Club must submit details of the names,
addresses, postcodes, dates and places of birth
of the new connected persons and an updated list
of all connected persons, to the Clerk to the
Board, within 28 calendar days of the changes to
connected persons being approved by the Club’s
governing body.
The Club must ensure that at all times, there at
least two members of staff, or Committee
Members, or volunteers involved in the
management of the Club who are trained to the
standard of a Personal Licence Holder. If the
persons trained change at any time, evidence of
an up-to-date training certificate must be
submitted to the Clerk within two months of

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH, PCYPFH

25

26

27

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH, PCYPFH

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH, PCYPFH

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH, PCYPFH
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change in personnel.

28

Any person requiring to hold a training certificate
for the purposes of condition 26 above, must
complete a refresher training course within a
period of 3 months of the 5-year anniversary of
the date of the initial training certificate and
submit a copy of the refresher training certificate
to the Clerk within 28 calendar days of receipt of
the updated certificate. Further refresher training
will be completed at 5 yearly intervals thereafter
in line with this condition.
29
That up to 5 visitors per member shall be
permitted in the club premises provided they are
signed into the club by that member into a book
kept for that purpose by the club. Such visitors
must be bone fide guests of the member signing
them in.
30
All promotional materials, including the use of
social media, must specify that events are open to
Members and Guests only, unless an Occasional
Licence is in place. Events must be advertised in
the press as for “Members and Guests only”
Beer Gardens and Outside Drinking Areas
31
Beer Gardens and outside drinking areas must
not be used for activities linked to the sale or
consumption of alcohol after 11.00pm
32

33

The Licence Holder must take reasonable steps to
ensure that litter and, where used, glass and
bottles are removed from beer gardens and
outside drinking areas on a regular basis.
The Licence Holder shall consider the use of safe
alternatives to glass containers and bottles in
beer gardens and outside drinking areas.

Hybrid Premises
34
Premises operating as “other premises” during
the day and wishing to operate as Nightclubs
thereafter must ensure that the premises are
closed down and cleared of patrons, particularly
children and young persons, for at least one hour
prior to the commencement of operating as a
nightclub at the premises

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH, PCYPFH

SPS, PPN

SPS, PPN

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH, PCYPFH

SPS, PPN, PIPH
PCYPFH

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH, PCYPFH

PCD, SPS, PPN
PCYPFH
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Festive Season Conditions for Premises opening after 1.00a.m.
35
A person trained to the satisfaction of the
SPS, PIPH,
Licensing Board in administering first aid must be
PCYPFH
present on the premises from 1.00a.m. (on any
day when the premises are open at that time) until
the time at which the premises next close
36
A designated person who is the holder of a PCD, SPS, PPN,
personal licence must be present on the premises
PIPH, PCYPFH
from 1.00a.m. (on any day when the premises are
open at that time) until the time at which the
premises next close
37
There must be written policies in existence
PCD, SPS, PPN,
concerning PIPH, PCYPFH
 The evacuation of the premises; and
 The prevention of the misuse of drugs on
the premises.
 Duty of care (‘Vulnerability through
Intoxication’)
38
There must be persons responsible for checking
PCD, SPS, PPN,
on the safety and wellbeing of persons using any
PIPH, PCYPFH
toilet facilities on the premises.
39

A person who holds a licence granted under
Section 8 of the Private Security Industry Act
2001 must be positioned at every entrance to the
premises from 1.00a.m. (on any day when the
premises are open at that time) until the time at
which the premises next close.

PCD, SPS, PPN,
PIPH, PCYPFH

Key to objectives
PCD

Prevention of Crime and Disorder

SPS

Securing Public Safety

PPN

Preventing Public Nuisance

PIPH

Preventing and Improving Public Health

PCYPFH

Protecting Children and Young Persons from
Harm

NOTE: Additional Conditions specific to individual licensed premises may be
attached by the Board to premises licences depending on the circumstances
of the particular application, over and above the pool conditions listed in this
document.
SUPPLEMENTARY POLICY 4 – OPERATING HOURS
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4.1.

The Boards consider that the operating hours set out in this Supplementary
Policy Statement meet the needs of businesses to routinely trade, while, at
the same time, not impacting on the needs of the community in such a way
that would be detrimental to compliance with the five licensing objectives.

On-Sales
4.7

While each application is assessed on its own merits, the following sections
set out each Board’s policy on licensed hours. For applications outwith the
Boards’ policies, Licence Holders will require to demonstrate to the Board that
the additional requested hours are appropriate in the circumstances and will
not be inconsistent with the licensing objectives.

Terminal Hour
A.4

Licensed hours for on sales premises in particular can have an impact not
only within individual premises but also within the locality in which the
premises are situated. Taking into account the 5 licensing objectives, the
presumption against 24-hour drinking and the Guidance for Licensing Boards
and Local Authorities issued by the Scottish Executive, the Board considers
the following to be appropriate for the terminal hour beyond which alcohol
must not be sold on the premises or part(s) of the premises:
Nightclubs
Annually
Festive Season
Other Premises
Annually
Only
Festive Season

Sundays – Thursdays - 2.00 a.m.
Fridays – Saturdays - 3.00 a.m.
Sundays – Thursdays - 3.00a.m
Fridays – Saturdays - 4.00a.m.
1.00 a.m. Daily
1.30 a.m. Daily for Private Functions
1.30a.m.

A.5

The Board considers that a differential requires to be maintained between
“other premises” and nightclubs to ensure that all business attracts a fair
share of trade. No evidence has been presented to the Board by any
consultee that has convinced the Board to remove this differential. The Board
is, further, of the view that staggering closing times in this way promotes the
prevention of crime and disorder licensing objective by reducing footfall on the
streets. For this reason “other premises” will only attract 1.00 a.m. opening on
a daily basis.

A.6

Nightclubs will be subject to mandatory late opening conditions and the Board
may attach further conditions.

A.7

Premises operating as “other premises” during the day and wishing to operate
as Nightclubs thereafter must ensure that the premises are closed down and
cleared of patrons, particularly children and young persons, for at least one
hour prior to the commencement of operating as a nightclub at the premises
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A.8

The later that a premises wishes to open, the more the Board will expect
Licence Holders to demonstrate measures that promote the licensing
objectives and justify the request for the later hours. The Board further
considers that it would be difficult for any applicant to justify the sale of alcohol
after 3.00 a.m., with the exception of Festive Season Hours, unless there are
exceptional circumstances.

Festive Hours
A.9

The Board‘s Festive Season Hours will apply each year only on the
undernoted dates:24th of December

25th of December

26th of December

31st of December

1st of January

2nd of January

A.10 Premises opening after 1.00 a.m. during the Festive Season may be subject
to mandatory conditions and the Board may attach additional conditions.
A.11 The Board wishes to make it clear that the Festive Season hours should
be accounted for within the seasonal variations section of operating
plans and should not be the subject of extended hours applications.
Additional Considerations
4.47 In determining applications where different parts of the premises have
different uses, or where parts of premises fall under different categories for
operating hours, as specified in this Supplementary Policy Statement, the
Boards will have regard to when the activities take place and the principal
activity taking place. The Boards may impose further conditions to ensure
other activities do not take place or remain ancillary to the principal activity for
those licensed hours.
4.48 Premises where more than one of the categories applies in different parts of
the same premises will be given careful consideration. The Boards may
impose conditions and/or different licensed hours to those parts of premises to
ensure the activities remain separate. In some circumstances, the Boards
may attach different operating plans to cover different floors, or sections of
premises, depending on the nature of the activities taking place within the
premises.

REPORT TO ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARDS
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SOUTH DIVISION – 5th FEBRUARY 2020
CENTRAL DIVISION – 12TH FEBRUARY 2020
NORTH DIVISION – 28th FEBRUARY 2020

REVIEW OF LICENSING BOARD STRUCTURE IN ABERDEENSHIRE
CONSIDERATION OF CONSULTATION RESPONSES
1 Reason for Report / Summary
1.1 The purpose of this report is to inform the Licensing Boards of the outcome of the public
consultation which took place between the 20th December 2019 and the 20th January 2020
on the structure of the Licensing Boards.
1.2 This report seeks the views of the Licensing Boards which will be reported to Aberdeenshire
Council on 5th March 2020.
2 Recommendations
The Licensing Board is recommended to:
2.1

Consider and comment on the proposal to reduce the number of Licensing Boards
from three Divisional Boards to a single Board for Aberdeenshire.

3 Purpose and Decision Making Route
3.1

Aberdeenshire Council, at its meeting on 21st November 2019, instructed the Head of
Legal and Governance, in her role as Clerk to the Licensing Boards to conduct a review
of the Licensing Board structure in Aberdeenshire, including public consultation. The
South, Central and North Boards were consulted prior to public consultation. Appendix 1
to this report contains the report as presented to all three Boards in December and the
initial comments of all Boards can be found at Appendix 2 to this report. The public
consultation ran from the 20th December 2019 to the 20th January 2020. All premises
licence holders, over 600, were sent a letter informing them of the consultation and the
consultation was promoted on social media and on the Council website.

3.2

35 responses were received to the public consultation as detailed in Appendix 3 to this
report. The Head of Legal and Governance will make a recommendation to Council
following analysis of all relevant data including the views of the Divisional Boards and the
public. The decision on the structure of the Boards lies with Council.

3.3

The views of the South and Central Boards will be included in the report to Full Council
however the North Board meeting date is later than the date of publication of the agenda
for Council and so the comments of the North Board will be verbally updated at Full
Council on 5 March 2020.

4 Discussion
Analysis of Public Consultation
This section of the report will analyse the themes arising from responses given to the questions
posed in the survey. As already noted, 35 responses were received. The full responses along
with a statistical analysis can be found in Appendix 3 to this report.

4.1
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The first question asked whether the respondent thought that there are any positives
about reducing the number of Boards to one. 77.78% responded yes. 22.22% responded
no. There were 28 comments on this question.
The positives themes arising from the comments on reducing the number of Boards
include:










Reduction will lead to a pragmatic, simplified and streamlined approach;
There will be less bureaucracy and greater alignment with all areas following the
same guidelines;
Consistency of approach across Aberdeenshire in applying policies and
procedures will be much improved;
Consistency in decision making between Licensing Boards;
A reduction could lead to lower costs and less travel;
A reduction will mean that there is more efficiency;
That it will be easier from the public point of view to deal with only one Board;
Cutting down the number of councilors required on Boards thus reducing
expenses;
Representing the ethos of “One Aberdeenshire”;
That the reduction will mean a better use of resources.

The concerns raised in the responses to this question include:


Local Boards are familiar with the area and that moving to one Board would dilute
the local knowledge;
Concerns that unless staff remains the same there will be added pressures.

Whilst acknowledging that some have concerns, the vast majority of those responding
are supportive of a move to a single Licensing Board for the reasons given above. In
relation to the concerns raised, there are no plans to reduce the staffing complement as
a result of any restructure of licensing boards. The time savings will better equip staff to
process the applications received timeously and to focus the resource on other issues.
4.2

The second question asked whether there were any concerns about moving to one
Board. 33.33% said yes. 66.67% said no. 19 comments were received on this question.
The concerns raised include:




That there should be no reduction in service as currently the service is first rate;
That there would be an inability to respond to questions in a timeous manner;
A perception that the staff number would reduce;
Lack of local knowledge.

Comments included:



There is no justification for three Boards with different policies;
The proposal to reduce to one Board makes sense;
Consistency is again mentioned.

It is pleasing to see that the service provided by the Licensing Team is rated highly and
that there is a concern for the staff. As stated above, there are no plans to reduce the
staffing complement if a decision is made to move to a single Licensing Board and so
concerns in that regard can be eased. The comments regarding local knowledge is
important. The role of the Licensing Standards Officer cannot be overlooked in terms of
local knowledge. They are the “eyes” and “ears” of the Boards and can provide the
requisite local knowledge where appropriate. Local knowledge, whilst important, does
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not form part of the legal test requirements and decisions should not be based on local
knowledge, but on the application of the legal test to the circumstances before the
Board. In recognising the importance and the concerns of the respondents, any
proposal to move to one board would include a recommendation that there is at least 1
member from each area in Aberdeenshire on a single Board.
4.3

The next few questions looked to ascertain whether or not any of the respondents had
attended a Licensing Board meeting in the last 3 years. 16.67% said that they had,
leaving 83.33% who had not. Of those attending, 50% attended the North Board, 16.67%
attended the Central, and 33.33% attended the South. The majority of those attending
did so as an applicant.

4.4

Participants were asked whether they would be willing to attend and participate at Board
meetings via video link or other remote means. 61.11% said that they would. Comments
on this topic are mixed with positives including that this would be a logical extension of
modernising the delivery of local democracy and that it would reduce the carbon footprint
of individuals and minimize unnecessary travel to concerns over availability of connection
in rural locations. Should a new Board encounter issues over attendance due to
distance, remote participation can be investigated at that point. Participants were also
asked whether they would use public transport to get to a meeting if this was possible.
55.56% said that they would whereas 38.89% said no.

4.5

The location of where a single Board should meet was the subject of the next few
questions. 41.67% said that the Board should be at a fixed location, whereas 55.56%
thought that it should rotate around various locations. Comments include that rotating is
important given the geographic scale of Aberdeenshire, that a rotating board would be
better to visit communities and meet local people and that it brings democracy to
everyone. However other comments are that by rotating there could be additional costs
and that Aberdeenshire isn’t that big and it shouldn’t make any difference where the
meetings are held. Participants were asked for suggestions for where meetings could be
held so that they are accessible across Aberdeenshire. Some suggestions were based
on specific locations such as Aberdeen, Inverurie, anywhere that is easily accessible
from the AWPR such as Stonehaven, Ellon or Banchory, Peterhead, with other
suggestions being village halls, council building and hotels. Any single Board would be
able to determine their own rota and location of meetings and to keep this under review.
Given that a timetable of meetings and locations have been set for the current Board
structure throughout 2020 it may be possible to utilise these dates and venues initially for
a single Board rotating around Aberdeenshire.

4.6

The last question was whether or not there should be local member representation on a
new Board from all areas of Aberdeenshire. Overwhelmingly, 91.67% said yes, whilst
8.57% said no. Comments include:




That those on a single Board must be representative of the whole area currently
covered by the 3 Boards;
That representation from all areas gives direct knowledge of the premises in their
areas;
That it is democratic to have representation from all areas;
Some have commented that one policy should fit all areas.

Any proposal for a single Board would look closely at membership. As discussed in the
report presented at the Licensing Boards in December, the statutory maximum number of
Board Members is 10. Aberdeenshire has six administrative areas and so a potential
proposal is that at least one member from each area should be elected to a single Board,
and the balance of four being apportioned by number of premises in the area. For
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example, there are marginally more premises in the North Board area and so a single
Board could comprise of 1 additional member from both what is currently the Central and
South Board area and 2 from the North Board area and that decision lies with Council.
Currently, for information, the Buchan Area Committee only has one representative
within the Licensing Board structure.
4.7

Overall, there is strong public support for the proposal to move to a single Licensing
Board. The preference from the public is that any Licensing Board should rotate around
Aberdeenshire and that there should be representation from all areas in Aberdeenshire.

4.8

For information, the report for Full Council will include the information as presented to
Boards in December as well as the information on the public consultation included in this
report.

5 Council Priorities, Implications and Risk
5.1

The report helps deliver Council Priority 10 – Having the right people, in the right place,
doing the right thing, at the right time and has potential to impact upon Priority 11 –
Protect our special environment, including tackling climate change by reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. This report dovetails with the delivery of the LOIP Priority –
Changing Aberdeenshire’s Relationship with Alcohol.

5.2The table below shows whether risks and implications apply if the recommendations are
agreed.
Subject

Yes

Financial

x

Staffing
Equalities

No

x
X

X

Fairer Scotland
Duty

x

Town Centre First
Sustainability
Children and Young
People’s Rights
and Wellbeing

N/A

x
x
x

5.3An equality impact assessment is attached to this report as Appendix 4.
1.1

Any staffing, financial, sustainability and children and young people’s rights and
wellbeing implications will be assessed during the review and will be reported to Full
Council along with the recommendation. There are no direct staffing implications. Whilst
reduction to one board would yield some savings in staff time, these are counterbalanced
by increased staff commitment in other aspects so neutralise any effect. The number of
premises, personal licences and work involved in processing applications will remain
constant in whichever model is adopted.

1.2

Adopting one single Licensing Board will lead to a reduction in membership from the
current 24 Members to a statutory maximum of 10, yielding a saving in terms of the costs
of training which is mandatory and purchased from external certificated providers. There
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are other potential savings in terms of printing, travel costs through a reduction in
membership, paper costs however this would potentially have to be balanced against
any increases in travel distances for Board meetings depending on where meetings are
held and which members are elected to a single Board.
5.6The following Risk has been identified as relevant to this matter on a Corporate Level:ACORP004 – Business and Organisational Change
Ritchie Johnson
Director of Business Services
Report prepared by Lauren Cowie, Principal Solicitor (Governance)
Date 20th January 2020
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Appendix 1
Initial Comments from the South, Central and North Boards
South Board
Members present were generally supportive of a move to one Board subject to ensuring that all
Council areas were represented on the Board. There was a question as to how even
representation could be achieved if there ten members since there are six areas.
It was thought that one fixed central meeting place, probably Woodhill house would be best.
Central Board
Members considered the positives about reducing the number of Boards to one Board were the
time savings involved for Officers and Board Members and also the financial benefits which
would be incurred by the smaller number of Members needing accreditation training, the paper
saving costs and the postage saving costs.
However, members felt that the current number of three Boards was working well and that the
current system fairly reflected the policies of each individual area. Members had a concern that
by reducing the number of Boards, and thus reducing the number of members, there would be
less overall members involved when determining important decisions and documents such as
the Board Policy Statements.
The Board felt that the location of the Board should be fixed to avoid confusion and that the
venue should be accessible by the public and a location such as Woodhill House would be
helpful.
The Board felt that yes, if a new single Board was accepted, there should be representation on
a new Board from all areas of Aberdeenshire and this could be achieved by ensuring at least
one member from each of the 6 ‘areas’ in Aberdeenshire is elected to a single Board and this
would also assist with local member input. The Board felt that this matter would however need
to be looked at carefully to ensure a fair balance and full representation and the ‘areas’ would
need to be defined.
The Board felt that the frequency of meetings may need to increase and thought that the
maximum members of 10 should be appointed to any new single Board.
North Board
All members were supportive of a consultation on the Board structure. Some members did not
wish to comment until the views of the public, licence holders and consultees were known.
Others felt that there had been a clear decrease in the business of the Licensing Boards since
transition to the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 regime that there could be some positives in
reduction. These positives related to efficiency, effectiveness and with a focus on processing
time for applicants. Very few applications require Board input as there is a clear scheme of
delegation in place and officers deal with the majority of applications. It is right to look at remote
participation and reduce travel. There was a view that there should not be a fixed location but
that the Board should rotate around different venues in Aberdeenshire. It is important for all
areas to be represented. If move to a single Board, then there needs to be debate on
proportionality and representation.
There are much less site visits now than previously. Would want to see that there is a retention
of officer expertise in their fields. Local input and expertise can be obtained from the Licensing
Standards Officers.
There were comments that it was a common sense approach and welcomed the work done to
date particularly around the carbon footprint of the Boards.
There were contrary views that 3 Boards may be better due to the local knowledge and the fact
that the financial savings are not substantial in moving to a single Board.
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Appendix 2 – Public Consultation Responses
Number of respondents: 36

This appendix provides the full details of the responses received to the consultation.
Do you think there is any positives about reducing the number of Boards to one?
Yes

%

No

%

28

77.78

8

22.22

Do you have any concerns about moving to one Board?
Yes

%

No

%

12

33.33

24

66.67

Have you attended a Board meeting in the last 3 years?
Yes

%

No

%

6

16.67

30

83.33

Breakdown by Board attended:
North

%

Central

%

South

%

3

50.00

1

16.67

2

33.33

Breakdown by Attendee:
Applicant

%

Consultee

%

Not Stated

%

3

50.00

2

33.33

1

16.67

If it were possible to attend and participate at Board meetings via video link or similar
remote means would you consider this?
Yes

%

No

%

22

61.11

14

38.89

Would you use public transport to get to a meeting if this was possible?
Yes

%

No

%

No Answer

%

20

55.56

14

38.89

2

5.56

Do you think that the Board location should be fixed or rotate around other locations?
Fixed

%

Rotating

%

No Answer

%

15

41.67

20

55.56

1

2.78
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Do you have any suggestions for where meetings could be held so that they are
accessible for all across Aberdeenshire?
Overall suggestions made: 18
Breakdown:
Suggestions specifying place names: 15
Named Place

Number

%

Aberdeen

3

20.00

Inverurie

6

40.00

Peterhead

2

13.33

Various

4

26.67

Suggestions specifying type of building: 8
Type of Building

Number

%

Council Owned

4

50.00

Other

4

50.00

Do you think that there should be member representation on a new Board from all areas
within Aberdeenshire?
Yes

%

No

%

33

91.67

3

8.33

Responses
Do you think there is any positives about reducing the number of Boards to
one?
#

Yes

No

Comments Made

1

x

Better use of resources.

2

x

Consistent policy across Aberdeenshire, should also
have savings in expenditure and expenses.

3

x

As a Director and past president of the AB&K LTA we
requested this takes place as the 2005 Act was being
implemented but the Board wasn't interested. Maybe
it's good to listen sometimes and save money as well.

4

x

A consistent approach through the whole of
Aberdeenshire.

5

x

It is basically done as one Board in Stonehaven now.
Everything has to be sent to Stonehaven.
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6

x

Simplified approach for all.

7

x

It could be streamlines as far as paperwork etc. goes.

8

x

My business attends Highland Games within two
boards, and it would be easier to apply to only one and
have one point of contact.

9

x

No inconsistencies between Boards.

x

Consistency across the whole Aberdeenshire area in
approach and decision making by the Board; One
Statement of Licensing Policy which will again provide
consistency across a whole Board area. Ease of
communication with the Board.

x

More potential for consistent decision making and
potential for less travel for council officers attending
boards.

10

11

12

x

Aberdeenshire is a massive area with distinct
communities that differ from one another, this needs
local knowledge. Plenty of people from Aberdeen have
never set foot in Peterhead or Banff and do not know
the local environment to be able to judge what is
suitable or not.

13

X

14

x

Same policies throughout. Dealing with one team
rather than three.

15

x

Reduced potential for "rogue" decisions to be made in
a particular area. Whilst local decisions and
accountability are important, the principle of One
Aberdeenshire should also stand. One Board would
make economical sense, and potentially bring savings
to the Council.

16

x

Cost savings and consistency of decision making.

17

x

Consistency of decision making.

18

x

19

20
21

x

Lack of local focus. No clear cost savings due to travel
to a central location. Overburdened in admin at single
location.
It would seem sensible to streamline the whole system
for Aberdeenshire thus reducing costs.

x
x

22

x

Represent the ethos of One Aberdeenshire and also
providing consistency to applying policy and
procedures.

23

x

Less travel, less messing about.

24

x

25

x

26

x

27

Cut down amount of councillors required on Licensing
Board reducing expenses. One board, one set of rules.
x

28

x

Easier to deal with 1 Board.

29

x

Cost and efficiency.

30
31
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x

Unless the number of staff remains the same, there will
be added pressure.

x

32

x

Local services are familiar with the area, a board that
sits and combines all areas can't possibly be fair and
unbiased to all parties. Local area boards know their
own patch as it were some situations may be unique to
one area. The rules apply to all areas however local
knowledge is ultimately helpful in making final
decisions.

33

x

All areas following same guidelines.

34

x

Less bureaucracy. Greater alignment.

35

x

A pragmatic and streamlined approach.

36

x

So, all areas are making same decisions.

Do you have any concerns about moving to one Board?
#

No

Comments Made

1

x

Makes sense.

2

x

No comments.

3

x

There is no justification in having three, with I might add
differing policies. Policy should be standard in the whole
of Scotland let alone Aberdeenshire.

4

x

5
6

Yes

If moving to one board means less people working on
the processing of licences, then I do have concerns.
Licences take a long time to process as it is.

x
x

7
8
9

Aberdeenshire is a very large area and I would worry
that personnel would be lost.

x
x

No comments.
We have first rate service and help currently would this
decrease?

x

10

x

11

x

12
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Should result in greater consistency.

As before these decisions should be taken locally by
people living in and with the knowledge of the immediate
area and what is suitable for it.

x

13

X

14

x

15

x

16

x

Providing the Board is made up of elected members
from across Aberdeenshire.

17

x

The checks & balances will still be there as the board's
work is governed by statute.

18

19

x
Lack of local knowledge and accountability. Lack of
proper oversight. System becomes a rubber stamp
exercise. The current use of a pro forma "plan" already
leads to a tick box process by the applicants. They tick
all the boxes whether relevant to the actual facility or not
(see for example Hampton by Hilton in Elrick).
Applications filled out by lawyers rather than actual
managers of facilities.

x

20

x

21

x

22

x

23

x

24

x

26

x
x

Different regulations for areas.

28

x

29

x

30

x

As per the reasons provided in question 1.

Aberdeenshire is such a vast area, better to have
councillors that know the area make decisions locally.

x

25

27

Centralisation would cut costs.

Centralisation is good.
Too much pressure on remaining staff.

31
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x

32

x

Inability to respond adequately to questions complaints
queries etc. in a timely manner. Also, as previous
question.

33

x

This may reduce some aspect permitted.

x

There should be no redaction in service. This includes
the need for the forum to be representative of the whole
of Aberdeenshire, and not just those based within South,
Central or North. All needs to be represented.

34

35

x

36

x

If it were possible to attend and participate at Board meetings via video link
or similar remote means would you consider this?
#

Yes

1

x

No

It is quite common nowadays to use these methods.

2

x

3

x

4

x

5

x

6

x

7

x

8

x

9

Comments Made

I somehow don't think some of the remoter sites would
agree to this e.g. internet connection is still poor.

x

10

x

11

x

12

x

13

x

14

x

15

x

16

x

17

x

18

x

19

x

N/A

It is a logical extension of modernising delivery of local
democracy.

20
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If it were necessary for me to attend the meeting, then
this would be an option.

x

21

x

22

Reduce the individual carbon footprints and to minimise
unnecessary travel.

x

23

x

24

x

25

x

26

x

27

x

28

x

29

x

30

x

31

x

32

x

33

x

34

x

Depending on availability.

35

x

36

x

Would you use public transport to get to a meeting if this was possible?
#

Yes

1

No
x

2
3

Comments Made

No answer specified.
x

4

No answer specified.

5

x

6

x

7

x

8

x

9

x

10

x

11

x

12

x

13

x

14

x

15

x

16

x

17

x

18

x

19

x

20

x

21

x

22

x

23

x

24

x

25

x

26

x

27

x

28

x

29

x

30

x

31

x

32

x

33

x

34

x

35
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x

36

x

Do you think that the Board location should be fixed or rotate around other
locations?
#

Fixed

1

x

2

It shouldn't make any difference once formed as one group.
x

3

x

4

x

5
6

Rotating Comments Made

By rotating you are just introducing extra cost.
Aberdeenshire isn't that big!

x
x

7
8

x
x

In a central area would be great.

9

Unsure.

10

x

11

X

12

x

13

x

14

x

15

x

16

x

17

x

18

x

19

x

20

x
x

22

x

23

x

This would then support the one licensing board but have
local member representation.

x
x

27

x

28

x

29

x

30

x

31

x

32

x

33

x

34

x

35

x

36

Needs to get round the communities and see the lie of the
land. Must meet locals.

x

25
26

Again, helps bring "democracy" to everyone, particularly if
only one board is the result of the consultation.

A central could be agreed and fixed.

21

24
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x

Rotating is especially important to allow all those within
Aberdeenshire to attend, as this is a massive area to cover.
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Do you have any suggestions for where meetings could be held so that they are
accessible for all across Aberdeenshire?
#

Yes

1

No

Comments Made

x

2

x

Perhaps rotating between a central point in each of the
three previous areas covered?

3

x

Probably Inverurie is as central as anywhere.

4

x

Inverurie.

5

x

Inverurie.

6

x

7

x

8

x

Council offices in Aberdeen.

9

x

10

x

11

X

12

x

13

x

14

x

Peterhead.

15

x

Woodhill.

16

x

Various locations across Aberdeenshire that are easily
accessible by public transport.

17

x

18

x

19

x

20

x

21

I only have limited knowledge of the facilities available in
your premises, particularly if they need to have modern
IT connectivity.

Local hotels, village halls, scout halls.
Possibly Inverurie - good public transport links.

x

22

x

At various corporate offices within Aberdeenshire.

23

x

Village halls where there is public transport.

24

x

Local Council buildings e.g. Town Halls

25

x

Peterhead.

26

x

Aberdeen.

27

x

28

x

29

x

Should be held at Inverurie.

30

x

31

x

32

x
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33

x

Inverurie - any council building.

34

x

Community Centres, Libraries, Stonehaven, Ellon,
Banchory. All locations easily accessible on the AWPR.

35

x

Aberdeen.

36

x

Do you think that there should be member representation on a new Board
from all areas within Aberdeenshire?
#

Yes

1

x

No

Comments Made
Better democracy.

2

x

3

x

One policy should fit all.

4

x

5

x

6

x

7

x

8

x

9

x

10

x

11

X

12

x

13

x

14

x

15

x

It is important to ensure all areas are represented.

16

x

These should be elected representatives, not political
appointees.

17

x

Again, to help ensure consistency and "democracy"
being seen to being done.

18

x

19

x

Need knowledge of local issues from everywhere.

20
21

x

22

x

23

x

24

x

25

x

26

x

27

x

28

x

29

x

30

x

31

x

32

x

33

x

34

x

35
36

They would have knowledge of the premises in their
area.

x

As mentioned above.

Most definitely this is imperative.

Yes, must be representative of the whole area, across
all three of the previous boards.
x

x
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EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

EIA Version

Date

Author

1

23.1.2020

L. Cowie

Changes

Stage 1: Title and aims of the activity (“activity” is an umbrella term covering policies, procedures, guidance and
decisions including those that affect services the council delivers).
Service

Business Services

Section

Legal and Governance, Licensing

Title of the activity etc.

Review of the Structure of the Licensing Boards in Aberdeenshire

Aims and desired
outcomes of the activity

Considering a restructure of the Aberdeenshire Licensing Board Structure and
potential reduction to a single Licensing Board.

Author(s) & Title(s)

Lauren Cowie, Principal Solicitor (Governance)

St

Stage 2: List the evidence that has been used in this assessment and explain what it means in
relation to the activity you are assessing.
Evidence
Internal data
(customer
satisfaction
surveys;
equality
monitoring
data; customer
complaints).

What does it say?

Data has been gathered regarding the
number of hearings, volume of paper,
time spent at Licensing Boards by
officers and members.

What does it mean?
The data gathering means that
reviewing the structure is worthwhile
and that there are potential time
savings and sustainability savings
along with small financial savings.
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External
consultation
(partner
organisations,
community
groups, and
councils.

An external survey was published and
36 responses.

External data
(census,
available
statistics).

Comparison across Scotland shows
that the vast majority of local
authorities have one Licensing Board

That there is public and partner
support for a move to one Licensing
Board

That it is possible that one Board can
represent a whole area.

Stage 3: Evidence Gaps.
Are there any gaps in the
information you currently
hold?

No

Stage 4: Measures to fill the evidence gaps.
What measures will be

Measures:

Timescale:

taken to fill the
information gaps before
the activity is
implemented? These
should be included in the
action plan at the back of
this form.

Stage 5: What steps can be taken to promote good relations between various groups/areas?

These should be included
in the action plan.

The Licensing Boards are bound by the Equalities duties in the same way that the
Council are. The Boards take their equalities duties seriously and contribute to the
Council’s mainstreaming reports. Boards must take decisions on the basis of the
licensing objectives however they are also subject to the public sector equality duty.
Having one Licensing Board will allow engagement to be looked at on a wider basis
than currently and makes engagement easier for partners in terms of dealing with
one Board rather than three.
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Stage 6: How does the policy/activity create opportunities for advancing equality of opportunity?

Licensing Boards are in place to regulate the sale and supply of alcohol and to oversee Gambling. The impact of
reducing to one Board has a neutral impact in terms of the opportunities awarded to applicants for a licence to
enable them to take advantage of commercial opportunities, or to fundraise. Reducing to one Board ensures that
there is consistent decision making and approaches to issues across Aberdeenshire so that different decisions are
not reached based on where you live/work.
Stage 7a:
Are there potential impacts on protected groups?
The protected groups covered by the equality duty are: age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.
Who is affected by the activity or who is intended to benefit from the proposed activity and how?
Complete the table below for each protected group by inserting “yes” in the applicable box/boxes below.
Positive

Negative

Neutral

Age – Younger/Older

No identifiable
impact

Age - Older

No identifiable
impact

Disability

No identifiable
impact

Race – (includes Gypsy
Travellers)

No identifiable
impact

Religion or Belief

No identifiable
impact

Sex

No identifiable
impact

Pregnancy and maternity

No identifiable
impact

Sexual orientation –
(includes Lesbian/
Gay/Bisexual)

No identifiable
impact

Gender reassignment –
(includes Transgender)

No identifiable
impact

Marriage and Civil
Partnership

No identifiable
impact

Unknown
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Stage 7b: Do you have evidence or reason to believe that this policy, activity etc. will or may impact on socioeconomic inequalities?
This is about trying to be fair to everyone. Part of that is realising that not everyone may be starting at the same
place. Some individuals and families may have low income, may have very little or no savings which means they
are living from month to month therefore changes to council policies/services may have a greater adverse impact
on them.
On this basis you should consider potential impacts on individuals/families by:


Place: on specific vulnerable areas or communities (SIMD, regeneration, rural) e.g. housing, transport.



Pockets: household resources, (Income, benefits, outgoings) ability to access a service



Prospects: peoples life chances e.g.access to, or ability to access: employment, training, services (such as
council or health) or support.

Groups of people who may be impacted include, but not limited to:



Unemployed



Pensioners



Single parents and
vulnerable families



Looked after children



Carers including young
carers



Those leaving the care
setting including children
and young people and
those with illness



Homeless people



People with low
literacy/numeracy



People on benefits



Those involved in the
criminal justice system



Veterans





People in the most
deprived communities

Students



Single adult households





People who live in rural
areas



People who have
experienced the asylum
system

People with lower
educational qualifications



People I low paid work



People with one or more
protected characteristic

Please complete by inserting “yes” in the applicable box/boxes below.
Socio-economic
disadvantage

Positive

Negative

Neutral

Unknown

Pockets: Low
income/income poverty –
cannot afford to maintain
regular payments such as
bills, food, clothing

Yes

Pockets: Low and/or no
wealth – enough money to
meet basic living costs and
pay bills but have no
savings to deal with any
unexpected spends and no
provision for the future

Yes
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Pockets: Material
deprivation – being unable
to access basic goods and
services i.e. financial
products like life insurance,
repair/replace broken
electrical goods, warm
home, leisure and hobbies

Yes

Place: Area deprivation –
where you live, where you
work

Yes

Prospects: Socioeconomic
background – social class
i.e. parents education,
employment and income ,
educational achievement.

Yes

Stage 8: What are the positive and negative impacts?
Positive
Impacts.

(describe the impact for each of the
protected characteristics affected)
Consistent Policies and implementation
across Aberdeenshire

Please detail the potential
positive and/or negative
impacts you have
highlighted above. Detail
the impacts and describe
those affected.

Negative
(describe the impact for each of the
protected characteristics affected)
Perceived lack of local knowledge

Better use of Council resources

Stage 9: Have any of the affected groups/areas been involved, engaged with or consulted?
If yes, please give details
of how this was done and
what the results were. If
no, how have you ensured
that you can make an
informed decision about
mitigating steps?

There was a public consultation and no discernible negative nor positive impact was
evidenced during the consultation on any issue which would cause any concern
under the Fairer Scotland duty.

Stage 10: What mitigating steps will be taken to remove or reduce negative impacts?

These should
be included in
any action plan
at the back of
this form.
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Mitigating Steps

Timescale

If there is an impact on applicants, which at the moment is
unknown until a decision is made as to whether there will be
one board, and if so whether it will be fixed or rotating,
requiring to travel a further distance and this is made known to
the Boards, arrangements could be put in place to
accommodate remote participation from a local Council office.
This will be further mitigated by ensuring that any venue is
accessible by public transport.

As and when there are issues.

Consideration will require to be given to the location and start
time of meetings. If those will be travelling further, this should
be considered.

Stage 11: What monitoring arrangements will be put in place? How the EIA will be used to monitor the proposal
These should be included
in any action plan (for
example customer
satisfaction
questionnaires).

Any single Board will be able to keep their own arrangements under review. It is
suggested that there is a review of their arrangements after one year of operation
however that if there are issues arising that the Board will deal with this as
appropriate.

Stage 12: What is the outcome of the Assessment?
1

No negative impacts have been identified –please explain.

No negative impacts have been identified by the move to a single Board. As identified
above, should any negative impacts on applicants be identified, the Board will review the
arrangements.

Please complete the
appropriate
box/boxes

2

Negative Impacts have been identified, these can be mitigated - please
explain.
* Please fill in Stage 13 if this option is chosen.

3

The activity will have negative impacts which cannot be mitigated fully –
please explain.
* Please fill in Stage 13 if this option is chosen
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* Stage 13: Set out the justification that the activity can and should go ahead despite the negative impact.

Stage 14: Sign off and authorisation.
1) Service and
Team

Business Services, Legal and Governance

2) Title of
Policy/Activity

Review of Licensing Board Structure in Aberdeenshire (if appropriate)

Sign off and authorisation.

Name:
3) Authors: I/We
have completed
the equality
impact
assessment for
this policy/
activity.

4) Consultation
with Service
Manager
5) Authorisation by
Director or Head
of Service

Lauren Cowie

Position:
Principal Solicitor
(Governance)
Date:

23.1.2020

Signature:

Name:
Position:
Date:
Signature:

Name:

Name:

Position:

Position:

Date:

Date:

Signature:

Signature:

Name:
Date:

Laura Bremner
23.1.2020

Name:
Karen Wiles
Position:
Head of Legal and
Governance
Date:
23.1.2020

Name:
Position:
Date:

6) If the EIA relates to a matter that has to go before a Committee, Committee
report author sends the Committee Report and this form, and any supporting
assessment documents, to the Officers responsible for monitoring and the
Committee Officer of the relevant Committee.

Date:
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7) EIA author sends a copy of the finalised form to:
equalities@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

Date:
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Action Plan
Action
Monitor the impact of
decision of Council in
terms of accessibility
to Boards

Start

Complete

Lead Officer

April
2020

ongoing

Lauren Cowie

Expected Outcome
The implications for accessibility will depend on whether
the decision is to rotate or to have a fixed location.

Resource Implications

Within existing budgets.
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10.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING – Wednesday 29 April 2020

